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Introduction 
Pinyin, the current romanization of Mandarin Chinese (Putonghua) being 

used worldwide, is not a complete romanization: it does not romanize the 

tones, which are essential elements of the language.  Pinyin mixes Roman 

letters with the four traditional Chinese tone marks (－,ˊ,ˇ,ˋ) in order to 

achieve, awkwardly, a complete representation of all the speech sounds of 

Putonghua, but this method is not accepted by the Chinese people.  Chinese 

people like the Roman letters of pinyin and display them everywhere in the 

country; they also like their tone marks because they have been using them 

for ages, long before the creation of pinyin.  Strange to say, then, that 

throughout the country, all the pinyin writings you may see on road signs, 

shop signs, landmark signboards, book covers, commodity packaging, and so 

on, do not have any tone marks.  Even the pinyin writings on bank notes 

and coins issued by the government bear no tone marks. 

   This is a strange situation because pinyin writings without tone marks 

are highly ambiguous.  Logically, it would be surprising if anyone, Chinese 

or non-Chinese, can understand them.  The reason for this is simple.  

Putonghua consists of only about four hundred syllables, each of which can 

have as many as four tones, producing a total of approximately one thousand 

three hundred syllable-tone combinations.  With tone marks, pinyin can 

express all the speech sounds of Putonghua, because every speech sound of 

the language is but a syllable-tone combination.  Without marks 

representing the tones, it would seem that pinyin writings could only be 

understood by reading the Chinese characters accompanying them.  

Conceivably, this explains why openly displayed pinyin writings in China 

are always accompanied by Chinese translations as a remedy for the absence 

of tone marks.  In such a situation, what is the use of the romanization? 

   Pinyin suffers a further serious problem from its numerous spelling 

irregularities.  Although each Roman letter used in pinyin is already given 

a formal phonetic definition to start with, these definitions are ignored so 

seriously that for about one-third of the syllables in Putonghua, we cannot 

derive the correct pronunciation of the syllable from its pinyin according to 

the original definitions given to the letters (Chapter 2). 

   Irregularities occur only in the finals of syllables.  The final of a syllable 

is defined as the syllable itself with its front consonant omitted (if it has one, 

§1.1).  There are only 38 finals and 21 front consonants in Putonghua, and 

their combinations generate all the speech sounds of the dialect.  Spelling 
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irregularities in the finals have produced quite a number of ambiguities in 

the finals.  In pinyin, it often happens that the same final is represented by 

different spellings in different situations, and even more often is that the 

same spelling can represent different finals in different situations.  § 2.6 of 

Chapter 2 lists three finals 誒, 迂 and 約, each having two to three different 

spellings in different situations; it also lists five spellings “e, a, u, un, uan”, 

each representing two different finals in two different situations.  Perhaps 

the best example typical of such pinyin ambiguities is this one: The pinyin 

spellings of the four characters哭, 區, 坤and 修, i.e., ‘ku’, ‘qu’, ‘kun’ and ‘xiu’, 

all contain the vowel u, but u is pronounced in four different ways in these 

four spellings, as expounded below: 

 ● ku(哭):   u is pronounced as its original definition u; 

 ● qu(區):   u is pronounced as ü  as explained in §2.5; 

 ● kun(坤):  u is pronounced as ‘ue’ because the correct spelling is ‘kuen’; 

 ● xiu(修):  u is pronounced as ‘ou’ because the correct spelling is ‘xiou’ 

              (We cannot say ‘i’ is pronounced as ‘io’ as ‘i’ is a medial (§1.3)). 

   To the learners of pinyin, the following two requirements are their heavy 

burdens.  The first is that for each final with ambiguous spellings, they 

must remember how to spell it differently in different situations, and for 

each spelling with ambiguous representations, they must remember what 

different finals it represents in different situations.  The second is that to 

handle those syllables whose pinyin do not lead to their correct 

pronunciation, the learner must be able to identify them and know how to 

amend their finals’ spellings, before he can derive the correct pronunciation 

from them.  This involves 14 finals, all listed in Table 4 in Chapter 2. 

   All that is written above leads to one conclusion: Pinyin is a poorly 

designed phonetic system that is difficult to learn.  Knowing this, one is not 

surprised to learn that the grade 1 primary school children in mainland 

China take much longer time than those in Taiwan to fully grasp the 

phonetic techniques of Putonghua, because the latter use a different 

phonetic system called the Zhuyin Symbols.  Pinyin is not only difficult to 

learn.  It is also easy to forget.  As a matter of fact, all secondary school 

graduates in mainland China have learned pinyin for over 10 years, but 

surprisingly many of them do not use pinyin for Chinese input on the 

computer keyboard.  Instead they spent extra time and effort to learn 

another Chinese input method called the Five-Stroke Input Method. 

   Foreign learners of pinyin may not feel anything wrong with the 

irregularities in pinyin, because many a time when the author mentioned 
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these irregularities, their reaction was always: ‘English is just the same!’  

This ridiculous reply simply reflects that they are treating the learning of 

pinyin as the learning of a language.  But the point is:  Pinyin is supposed 

to be a scientific phonetic system, not a language.  It should be, if possible, 

free of irregularities.  Foreign learners of Chinese simply do not know that 

pinyin is an aid as well as an obstacle to their learning. 

   In history the only attempt to romanize Chinese completely is the 

phonetic system called Gwoyeu Romatzyh (國語羅馬字) proclaimed by the 

Chinese Government in 1928.  Its designers, including the most famous 

scholars of the time Zhao Yuanren (趙元任), Lin Yutang (林語堂) and Qian 

Xuantong (錢玄同), did not make use of the tone marks that the Chinese 

people had long been using.  Instead they expressed tones by varying the 

spelling of the syllables.  But the variations they designed were complicated.  

Despite government support, the system was met with public indifference 

and has never been successful.  It vanished quietly in mainland China and 

was officially abolished in Taiwan in 1986. 

   This book introduces a new phonetic system named Lo’s Complete 

Romanization of Chinese (LCRC 勞氏國語全羅馬化系統).  It is the second 

attempt in history to romanize the Chinese language completely and it has 

the following characteristics: 

(1) It romanizes the tones as well as the syllables with just 26 letters; 

(2) It is perfect in consistency (every final has only 1 spelling and every 

spelling of final represents only 1 final); 

(3) It is almost free of irregularities (only 1 rule is needed to clarify the 

dual usage of ‘u’, §4.3); 

(4) It is simple in structure and easy to learn, especially for learners of 

Chinese with a background in English. 

   The book starts with an analysis of the structure of Putonghua in 

Chapter 1, explaining and defining the fundamental elements of the 

language and how pinyin is meant to capture the phonetics of the language.  

This is followed by two chapters analyzing, in much more detail, the 

problems of pinyin that are already disclosed in this introduction, including 

its numerous irregularities and ambiguities, as well as the adverse situation 

it faces when people insist on detaching the tone marks from it.  Chapter 4 

shows how the majority of the irregularities can be eliminated and suggests 

a new way of handling the two non-English elements ê and ü  existing in 

pinyin.  Finally in Chapter 5, a proposal for the romanization of the tones is 

presented. 
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1 
1.1  Putonghua consists of about four hundred syllables only (see Note*, end 

of this chapter).  Theoretically, each syllable of the dialect has four tones 

(excluding the light ‘tone’), but as some tones of some syllables are not used 

in the language, the total number of syllable-tone combinations in use is only 

about one thousand three hundred (see Note*).  As every meaningful speech 

sound of the dialect is but a syllable-tone combination, it follows that 

Putonghua contains just only thirteen hundred differentiable and 

meaningful speech sounds. 

   It is an old tradition of the Chinese people to split a syllable into two 

parts, namely the initial (if the syllable has one) and the final.  The initial is 

defined as the front consonant of the syllable, whereas the final is defined as 

the syllable with its initial (if it has one) omitted.  Obviously, if a syllable 

has no initial, then its final is just the syllable itself. 

   Putonghua has 21 initials and 38 finals.  An initial is just a front 

consonant, but a final may be a vowel (simple vowel) or diphthong or 

triphthong, with or without an end consonant. 

   Putonghua uses only 2 end consonants, namely [n] and [ng]. 

   Pinyin distinguishes only 8 vowels of Putonghua, namely 啊[a], 誒[ê], 

衣 [i], 喔 [o], 烏 [u], 迂 [ü], 鵝 [e], and 兒 [er], though finer differentiation 

reveals that native speakers of Putonghua actually use more.  In 

Putonghua, these 8 vowels are also finals.  The symbols in square brackets 

are their originally assigned pinyin symbols, and two of them, 誒 and 迂, 

have later been assigned more pinyin symbols (See Table 1 and §2.5).  It is 

important to note that pinyin symbols are used in many languages and also 

in IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet).  People of different nationalities 

may have different interpretations of their pronunciation.  So the correct 

and exact pronunciation of these 8 vowels should be based on native 

speakers’ pronunciation of the 8 Chinese characters shown above, not the 

pinyin symbols.  For this reason, the best way to indicate vowels or finals in 

Putonghua is to use Chinese characters, and for any character so used, any 

other character with exactly the same pronunciation can replace it.  The 

characters used in this book are printed in traditional Chinese.  Their 

simplified version, if different, is given in a table at the end of Chapter 5. 

Putonghua 

   and Pinyin 
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1.2  The diphthongs and triphthongs of Putonghua are all expressible in 

terms of the 8 vowels.  As a result, all the 38 finals are expressible in terms 

of the 8 vowels and the 2 end consonants.  This further means that all the 

four hundred syllables of Putonghua are expressible in terms of the 21 

initials, the 8 vowels and the 2 end consonants.  Thus theoretically, if tones 

are not considered, the minimum number of basic symbols needed for setting 

up a phonetic system for Putonghua is 30 (21 + 8 + 2 – 1).  ‘1’ is subtracted 

from the sum because the end consonant [n] in Table 1 and the initial [n] in 

Table 2 may share the same symbol.  In fact, pinyin is a phonetic system set 

up in this way and it thus has exactly 30 basic symbols.  These basic 

symbols are the smallest units of composition in the pinyin system. 

   Pinyin uses 25 letters from the English alphabet (v is not used) plus 2 

letters ê and ü  from French and German respectively.  But among these 

letters, y and w are reserved for substituting (or uniting with) i and u 
whenever they appear in the beginning of a syllable (see §4.6).  So the total 

number of Roman letters officially used as basic symbols in pinyin is just 

25(25 + 2 – 2), with a shortage of 5 to meet the minimum requirement of 30 

basic symbols.  That is why there are 5 basic symbols in pinyin (3 initials, 1 

final and 1 end consonant) that are each represented by two letters instead 

of one.  These five are [zh], [ch], [sh], [er] and [ng], and each of them should 

be regarded as a single symbol that has nothing to do with the two 

single-letter symbols composing it.  As a result of this, a letter in a syllable’s 

pinyin may not be a smallest unit of composition, i.e., may not be a basic 

symbol.  For instance, the pinyin of the syllable 張[zhang] has 5 letters, but 

it has only 3 smallest units of composition, or only 3 basic symbols, namely 

the initial [zh], the vowel [a] and the end consonant [ng]. 

   Tables 1 & 2 together list all the 30 basic symbols of pinyin.  Their 

pronunciation is defined by the pronunciation of the 31 Chinese characters 

in the two tables and this constitutes the formal definition of the 30 basic 

symbols of pinyin.  Note that [n] is defined by 訥 when it acts as an initial, 

but by 安 when it acts as an end consonant. 

   Table 2 lists all the initials of pinyin.  Table 3 lists all the finals of pinyin, 

but note that ‘ên’, ‘n’ and ‘ng’ in the table are not finals.  There are 

altogether 38 finals in Table 3, among which 8 are simple vowels in basic 

symbols from Table 1, while the other 30 are combinations of basic symbols.  

Although in theory the pronunciation of finals may be derived from the 

pronunciation of the basic symbols in their spellings, it is still advisable to 

rely on native speakers’ pronunciation of the Chinese characters in the table 

because some of the spellings in Table 3 are incorrect (See Chapter 2). 
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Vowel 啊 誒 衣 喔 烏 迂 鵝 兒  End consonant of 安 of 昂 

Pinyin a ê/e/a i o u ü/u e er  Pinyin n ng 

Note.  ‘of 安’ means ‘end consonant of 安’ 

Table 1  Vowels and End Consonants of Putonghua in Pinyin 

 

 Initial Pinyin   Initial Pinyin 

1 initial of 玻 b  12 initial of 基 j 

2 initial of 坡 p  13 initial of 欺 q 

3 initial of 摸 m  14 initial of 希 x 

4 initial of 佛 f  15 initial of 知 zh 

5 initial of 得 d  16 initial of 蚩 ch 

6 initial of 特 t  17 initial of 詩 sh 

7 initial of 訥 n  18 initial of 日 r 

8 initial of 勒 l  19 initial of 資 z 

9 initial of 哥 g  20 initial of 雌 c 

10 initial of 科 k  21 initial of 思 s 

11 initial of 喝 h   

Table 2   Initials of Putonghua in Pinyin 

 

 
 

Fundamentals i-column u-column ü -column 

Final Pinyin Final Pinyin Final Pinyin Final Pinyin 

0   衣 i 烏 u 迂 ü/u 

1 啊 a 呀 ia 蛙 ua   

2 誒 ê/e/a 耶 ie   約 üe/ue 

3 喔 o 唷 io 窩 uo   

4 鵝 e       

5 兒 er       

6 哀 ai   歪 uai   

7  ei   威 ui   

8 熬 ao 腰 iao     

9 歐 ou 憂 iu     

10 安 an   彎 uan   

11 恩 en   温 un   

12 昂 ang 央 iang 汪 uang   

13 鞥 eng   翁 ueng   

14 of 轟 ong 雍 iong     

15  (ên) 烟 ian   冤 uan 

16  (n) 因 in   暈 un 

17  (ng) 英 ing     

Note. (ên), (n) and (ng) are not finals; ‘of 轟’ means ‘final of 轟’ 

Table 3   Finals of Putonghua in Pinyin 
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1.3  Traditionally, finals are classified into two types.  A final generated by 

combining 衣[i], 烏[u] or 迂[ü /u] with a vowel or diphthong (followed or not 

followed by an end consonant) or with just an end consonant, is called a 

compound final (in this situation, [i], [u], [ü /u] are called ‘medial vowels’).  

In Table 3, compound finals are shown in the shaded area, while the other 

finals outside the shaded area, including [i], [u] and [ü /u], are regarded as 

the more fundamental finals (remember that ‘ên’, ‘n’ and ‘ng’ are not finals).  

There are 17 fundamental finals, 8 of them being simple vowels, and 21 

compound finals in Table 3, making a total of 38.  Although ‘ên’, ‘n’ and ‘ng’ 

are not finals, they are placed in the fundamental column of Table 3 because 

they serve as components for compound finals.  The 17 fundamental finals, 

together with ‘ên’, ‘n’ and ‘ng’, are called ‘the 20 fundamentals’. 

   When a final combines with an initial, a syllable is certainly formed, but 

the syllable so formed may or may not be used in the language.  There are 

four finals in Putonghua which are useful syllables themselves but do not 

combine with any initial to form any other useful syllable.  These four finals, 

called the null finals, are: 誒[ê/e/a], 兒[er], 唷[io] and 翁[ueng].  There is a 

final exactly opposite in nature to the 4 null finals.  This final combines 

with many initials to form syllables but is not a syllable itself in Putonghua 

so that no Chinese character can be found to represent its pronunciation 

directly.  In Table 3 it is referred to as ‘the final of 轟’. 

 

1.4  The beauty of a phonetic system is its scientific method.  In a bona fide 

phonetic system, once the basic symbols are uniquely defined, everything 

will be fixed, because the representations (spellings) of all the syllables, in 

terms of the basic symbols, already exist in the spoken langusge, i.e., in the 

speeches of the native speakers.  The job of the linguists is to study these 

speeches to discover the correct representations, or spellings.  And any 

change in spelling must not be made at the free will of an authority, but 

must objectively reflect the fact that some change in the way people speak 

has actually taken place. 

   Theoretically, if the final 誒 were only represented by ê and did not 

involve e and a, and the final 迂 were only represented by ü  and did not 

involve u, then all the 30 basic symbols of pinyin would be uniquely defined, 

and if, in addition, the subsequent pinyin spellings of all the remaining 30 

finals, including 21 compound finals and 9 fundamental finals that are not 

basic symbols, are correct, then the whole pinyin system, involving over four 

hundred syllables, would be flawless－ flawless in the sense that the 

pronunciation of every syllable is the same as the pronunciation derived 
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from the formal definitions of the basic symbols in its pinyin.  But 

unfortunately, the present situation of pinyin is a very different picture.  In 

fact, for about one-third of the syllables in Putonghua, the pronunciation 

derived from the formal definitions of the basic symbols in the pinyin of the 

syllable deviates significantly from the correct pronunciation of the syllable. 

 Here we may differentiate two types of deviations.  The first type 

originates in the setting up of the basic symbols: some simple vowels of 

Putonghua differ from each other only very slightly in pronunciation, and in 

order not to complicate the phonetic system, they were assigned to share the 

same basic symbol.  For instance, the basic symbol [e] is formally defined as 

the simple vowel 鵝 (IPA symbol /ɤ/), and the simple vowel in the final 恩 

(IPA symbol /ə/) is not 鵝[e] but is very close to it in pronunciation.  So, for 

the sake of simplicity, the final 恩 in pinyin is simply written as [en].  But in 

fact, the phonetic combination ‘鵝[e] + n’ (IPA symbol /ɤn/) actually gives a 

pronunciation slightly different from the correct pronunciation of 恩 (IPA 

symbol /ən/).  This Type I deviation has two properties.  The first is that the 

deviation is very slight.  The second is that to eliminate the deviation is not 

easy: it cannot be done within the current structure of the pinyin system 

because a new basic symbol must be introduced to the system. 

 The second type of deviation is due to a much simpler cause.  It is just 

caused by wrong pinyin spellings.  This Type II deviation also has two 

properties.  The first is that the deviation is often quite significant.  The 

second is that to eliminate the deviation is easy: just amend the spelling.  

The following Chapter 2 is a survey of this Type II deviation in the pinyin 

system.  About one-third of the syllables in Putonghua have this type of 

deviation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Note*. China’s authoritative dictionary, the Contemporary Chinese Dictionary, compiled 

and published by the Dictionary Department of the Institute of Linguistics in the Chinese 

Academy of Social Sciences of the Chinese Government, listed in its 2002 edition 419 

syllables of Putonghua including two (lo & me) with no official tones except the light tone, 

and 1337 syllable-tone combinations of which forty are light tones.  If light tones are 

excluded, the numbers are 417 and 1297. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-mid_back_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid-central_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-mid_back_unrounded_vowel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid-central_vowel
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2.1  For about 32% of the over 400 syllables in Putonghua, the 

pronunciation derived from the formal definitions of the basic symbols in the 

syllable’s pinyin differs significantly from the correct pronunciation of the 

syllable.  This phenomenon is due to three factors, all concerning the finals: 

(1) Two fundamental finals have incorrect pinyin spellings; 

(2) Three compound finals have some less essential vowel omitted from 

their correct pinyin spellings for simplification purpose; 

(3) Three fundamental finals that are also basic symbols are later given 

additional definitions other than their original formal definitions. 

The first factor is discussed in §2.2 and §2.3 below; the second and third are 

discussed in §2.4 and §2.5 respectively. 

 

2.2  The first fundamental final having incorrect pinyin spelling is the final

熬, with [ao] as its assigned spelling.  If we check the pronunciation of the 

phonetic combination of the two basic symbols ‘a + o’ according to their 

formal definitions, that is ‘啊 [a] + 喔 [o]’, we find that it differs quite 

significantly from the correct pronunciation of 熬. 

 The pronunciation of the final 熬 is the same in Taiwan and in mainland 

China because the people in the two regions speak the same Putonghua 

language, though they use different phonetic symbols for initials and finals.  

In Taiwan’s phonetic system (called the Zhuyin Symbols), the final 熬 is 

represented by ㄚㄨ which, in pinyin, is equivalent to [au], not [ao].  If we 

check the pronunciation of the phonetic combination ‘啊[a] + 烏[u]’ according 

to their formal definitions in pinyin, we find that this time the pronunciation 

is very close to the correct pronunciation of 熬, which means that [au] is a 

much better pinyin representation of the final 熬 than [ao]. 

Irregularities 
      in  Pinyin 
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 If we express both the pinyin and the Taiwan representations in terms of 

IPA symbols, we can compare them with the IPA symbols used by linguists to 

represent the final 熬.  Below is the comparison. 

Pinyin representation of final 熬, [ao]  =  /ɑɔ/, in IPA; 

Taiwan representation of final 熬,ㄚㄨ  =  /ɑu/, in IPA; 

Symbols used by linguists for final 熬  =  /ɑʊ/, in IPA. 

Note that [a], or ㄚ, is a front vowel, but it is represented by a back vowel /ɑ/ 

in IPA because it is in combination with a back vowel (both /ɔ/ and /u/ are 

back vowels).  Here we see that pinyin and Taiwan’s zhuyin use different 

IPA equivalents /ɔ/ and /u/ respectively to combine with /ɑ/ to form the same 

final 熬.  But which one is better? 

   If we agree that the linguists’ representation /ɑʊ/ is the best of the three, 

then obviously Taiwan’s /ɑu/ is a much better representation than /ɑɔ/, 

because in the IPA vowel chart, the tongue position of /u/ is much closer to /ʊ/ 

than /ɔ/ is.  In fact to English speakers, the difference between /u/ and /ʊ/ is 

just the difference found when we pronounce the long and short ‘oo’ sound, as 

in the English words ‘food(/fu:d/)’ and ‘foot(/fʊt/)’, where ‘:’ indicates a long vowel. 

   The above comparison leads us to the same previous conclusion: [au] is a 

much better pinyin representation of the final 熬 than [ao]. 

   Obviously the conclusion also applies to the final 腰[iao], which should 

better be represented by 腰[iau]. 

 

2.3  The second fundamental final with incorrect pinyin spelling has [ong] 

as its pinyin spelling.  This final combines with many initials to form 

syllables in pinyin like 轟[hong], 隆[long], 通[tong], etc, but is not a syllable 
itself in Putonghua so that no Chinese character can be found to represent 

its pronunciation directly.  So in the table of finals (Table 3), it can only be 

referred to as ‘the final of certain Chinese characters’, like ‘the final of 轟

[hong]’, ‘the final of 隆[long]’ or ‘the final of 通[tong]’, etc. 

   The reason why [ong] is not a correct spelling for the final of 轟 (or 隆 or

通) is that according to the formal definitions of [o]喔(IPA /ɔ/) and [ng], the 

phonetic combination ‘o(喔) + ng’ does not give us the correct pronunciation of 

the final of 轟.  Take the syllable 隆[long] for example, the pronunciation 

derived from its phonetic combination ‘l  + o(喔) + ng ’ (equivalent to 

combination ‘lo(咯) + ng’ and resembling the sound of the English word ‘long’) 

differs significantly from the correct pronunciation of the syllable 隆 .  

Another example is the syllable 雍 [yong].  Its pronunciation differs 

significantly from the pronunciation derived from the phonetic combination 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-mid_back_rounded_vowel
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‘y + o(喔) + ng’ (equivalent to the combination ‘yo(唷) + ng’). 

   The pronunciation of 隆 is the same in Taiwan and in mainland China.  

In Taiwan, it is represented by ㄌㄨㄥ which, in pinyin, is equivalent to 

[lung], not [long].  If we check the pronunciation of the Taiwan phonetic 

combination ‘l + u(烏) + ng’ (equivalent to combination ‘lu(嚕) + ng’) according 

to the basic symbols’ formal definitions, we find that this time the 

pronunciation is quite close to the correct pronunciation of 隆, which means 

that [lung] is a better pinyin representation of the syllable 隆 than [long], or 

equivalently, when the intial [l] is omitted, [ung] is a better pinyin 

representation than [ong] for the final of 轟 (or 隆 or 通, but 轟 is the 

character most often used). 

   If we express both the pinyin and the Taiwan representations in terms of 

IPA symols, we can, as before, compare them with the IPA symbols used by 

linguists to represent the final of 轟.  Below is the comparison. 

Pinyin representation of the final of 轟, [ong] = /ɔŋ/, in IPA; 

Taiwan representation of the final of 轟, ㄨㄥ = /uŋ/, in IPA; 

Symbols used by linguists for the final of 轟  = /ʊŋ/, in IPA. 

Here we see the situation is the same as that of the final 熬 in the previous 

section: pinyin and Taiwan’s zhuyin again use the IPA equivalents /ɔ/ and /u/ 

respectively, to combine with /ŋ/ this time, to form the final of 轟. 

   Again if we agree that the linguists’ representation /ʊŋ/ is the best of the 

three, then by the same argument we had in the previous section we should 

reach the same conclusion again: Taiwan’s [ung] (IPA /uŋ/) is a better pinyin 

representation for the final of 轟 than [ong] (IPA /ɔŋ/). 

   It is important to note that [ung] is by no means a perfect representation 

of the final of 轟.  It still deviates from the final’s correct pronunciation.  It 

is only closer to the final’s correct pronunciation than [ong].  The best 

representation for the final is /ʊŋ/ but pinyin does not use the symbol ʊ.  If 

we want to eliminate the deviation entirely we must introduce a new symbol 

to the pinyin system because this is a Type I deviation as mentioned in §1.4. 

   Besides [ung], there is another spelling obtainable within the current 

pinyin system that also gives a pronunciation very close to that of the final of

轟 , and it is [oun].  The reader may try to pronounce the phonetic 

combination ‘t + ou(歐) + n’ (equivalent to combination ‘tou(偷) + n’).  The 

pronunciation is very close to that of the syllable 通, meaning that [toun] is a 

very good simulation of the pronunciation of 通.  Thus omitting the initial [t], 

the spelling [oun] should be a very good simulation of the pronunciation of 

the final of 通, or the final of 轟. 
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   Whether we use pinyin spelling [ung] or [oun] to represent the final of 轟, 

the result is certainly much better than [ong].  The shortcoming of [oun] is 

that its vowel is a diphthong which may not reflect the reality of 

pronunciation of the final.  As for its end consonant [n], which many people 

think should be [ng], there should be no query about it, because although [n] 

and [ng] do have some difference in their process of pronunciation (end 

consonant ‘n’ is pronounced with air vibrating in the front part of the mouth 

and pronunciation finishes with tongue touching the front part of the palate; 

but end consonant ‘ng’ is pronounced with air vibrating in the hind part of 

the mouth and pronunciation finishes with tongue not touching the palate), 

the influence on their difference in sound depends very much on the vowel in 

front of them.  Some vowels, like the vowel [a](啊), make big difference in 

their sounds, so the syllables [an](安) and [ang](昂) sound very different.  

But some vowels, like the diphthong [ou](歐), make no difference in their 

sounds.  The reader may try to pronounce [oun] and [oung] for comparison.  

There is hardly any difference in their sounds. 

   The above discussion also applies to the final 雍[iong], which should 

better be represented by 雍[iung] or 雍[ioun]. 

 

2.4  The three compound finals having some less essential vowel omitted 

from their correct pinyin spellings are憂[iou], 温[uen] and威[uêi].  All three 

have their middle letters o, e and ê omitted for simplicity.  The omission is 

obviously due to the fact that for all three finals, the vowel represented by 

the middle letter is usually spoken with a weaker voice than the other 

vowel(s) in the final.  However, if you pronounce the simplified pinyin [iu], 

[un] and [ui] of the three finals according to the formal definition of each 

basic symbol (without the vowel of the middle letter), the pronunciation you 

get will be close to but not the same as the pronunciation of 憂, 温 and 威.  

The difference is significant, especially with certain initials.  Examples are 

修[xiu], 坤[kun], 龜[gui], etc. 

   The people of Taiwan obviously disagree on the omission.  Today they 

are still using the full spellings ㄧㄛㄨ(=iou), ㄨㄜㄋ(=uen) and  ㄨㄝㄧ

(=uêi) for the finals 憂, 温 and 威. 

   The people of mainland China surely know that [iu], [un], [ui] are not the 

correct pronunciation of 憂, 温, 威, because when these three characters act 

as syllables instead of finals, they write them as [you], [wen], [wei], 

retrieving the missing vowels o, e and ê (Note that i and u are replaced by y 

and w, and ê in wêi is replaced by e; see §2.5 & §4.6).  Moreover, they still 

keep the three original spellings in the Table of Finals in their dictionaries. 
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   All syllables in pinyin with finals [iu], [un] and [ui] cannot derive their 

correct pronunciations from the formal definition of their pinyin’s basic 

symbols. 
 

2.5  The three basic symbols that are later given additional definitions 

other than their original and formal ones are [e], [a] and [u]. 

   The formal definition of [e] is the vowel 鵝, but in the three finals written 

as [ei], [ie], and [üe], [e] actually represents another vowel 誒 which should 

formally be written as [ê].  That is, these three finals are pronounced as [êi], 

[iê] and [üê], meaning that all syllables containing [ei], [ie], or [üe] cannot 

derive their correct pronunciation from the formal definition of their pinyin’s 

basic symbols. 

   The formal definition of [a] is the vowel 啊, but in the two finals written 

as [ian] and [üan], [a] also changes its identity and represents the vowel   

誒[ê].  That is, the two finals are pronounced as [iên] and [üên], meaning 

that all syllables containing [ian] or [üan] cannot derive their correct 

pronunciation from the formal definitions of their pinyin’s basic symbols. 

   So we see that the vowel (or final) 誒, can be written in three ways: 

formally written as ‘ê’, but as ‘e’ in [ei], [ie] and [üe], and as ‘a’ in [ian] and 

[üan].  For this reason, final 誒 in Table 3 (Chapter 1) is written as 誒[ê/e/a]. 

   The formal definition of [u] is the vowel or final 烏, but when [y] or any 

one of the initials [j], [q], [x] comes before it, it changes its identity and 

represents another vowel 迂 which should be written as [ü].  In other words, 

the spellings [yu], [ju], [qu] and [xu] are pronounced as [yü], [jü ], [qü] and 

[xü].  As a result, any syllable containing [yu], [ju], [qu] or [xu] cannot 

derive its correct pronunciation from the formal definitions of its pinyin’s 

basic symbols.  This extra representation of [u] affects four finals. 

   The first final affected is of course 迂[ü].  As mentioned above, in the 

syllables [yu], [ju], [qu] and [xu], ‘u’ represents 迂[ü].  Now, the initials [l] 

and [n] can form syllables with both finals 烏[u] and 迂[ü], generating 4 

syllables [lu], [nu] and [lü], [nü], where ‘u’ represents final 烏[u] and ‘ü ’ 

represents final 迂[ü ].   Thus, the same final 迂 is representated by ‘ü ’ in 

syllables [lü] and [nü], but by ‘u’ in syllables [yu], [ju], [qu] and [xu].  For 

this reason, final 迂 is written as 迂[ü /u] in Table 3 (Chapter 1). 

   The second final affected is 約[üe].  Same as above, when y, j, q, x come 

before it, the syllables so formed are written as [yue], [jue], [que], [xue]; but 

when l and n come before it, the syllables are written as [lüe] and [nüe].  In 

view of this, final 約 is written as 約[üe/ue] in Table 3 (Chapter 1). 
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   The last two finals affected are 冤[üan] and 暈[ün].  An important 

characteristic of these two finals is that y, j, q and x are the only letters 

coming before them.  So all the 8 sylllables formed are always written as 

[yuan], [juan], [quan], [xuan]; and [yun], [jun], [qun], [xun], with ü replaced 

by u in all 8 syllables.  In other words, the two finals only appear in the 

form 冤[uan] and 暈[un] and never in their official form 冤[üan] and 暈[ün].  

So it is very easy to confuse them with two other finals 彎[uan] and 温[un] 

whose official spellings coincide exactly with them (see ambiguities 7 and 8 

below).  In pinyin we can only use Chinese characters to distinguish the four. 

 

2.6  The phenomenon of syllables unable to derive their correct 

pronunciation from the formal definitions of their pinyin’s basic symbols 

involves 14 finals, and any syllable containing any one of these 14 finals will 

suffer from the same defect.  In the Appendix at the end of this book, these 

syllables are asterisked.  There are 136 of them in the pinyin system, out of 

the total of 419 syllables.  The percentage is 32.5%. 

   The 14 finals with irregular spellings are given in Table 4 below.  In 

order to use pinyin skillfully, one must remember, firstly, which 14 of the 38 

final spellings are irregular, and secondly, how each of them should be 

amended, before he can use pinyin spellings to derive the correct 

pronunciation of Putonghua syllables. 

 

Final 熬 腰 of 轟 雍 耶 約  烟 冤 迂 暈 憂 溫 威 

Irregular 
pinyin 

ao iao ong iong ie üe/ue ei ian uan ü /u un iu un ui 

Suggested 
amendment 

au iau 
ung/ 
oun 

iung/ 
ioun 

iê üê êi iên üên ü  ün iou uen uêi 

Table 4   Summary of Irregularities in the Finals of Pinyin 

 

   Among the 38 finals of Putonghua, 8 of them are well-defined simple 

vowels and only 14 need amendment in their spellings, meaning that the 

remaining 16 can derive their correct pronunciation from their spellings 

directly without amendment. 

   As it is difficult for primary school children to identify the 14 irregular 

finals in pinyin writings and then amend their spellings from memory, many 

primary school teachers in mainland China simply tell their students to 

ignore the original definitions of the pinyin letters appearing in the spellings 

of the irregular finals and treat the whole spelling of each irregular final as a 

new pinyin symbol for the final.  But memorizing the 14 irregular spellings 
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still cannot solve the problem because when a student faces a final that he is 

not quite familiar with, he is not so sure whether it is an irregular final that 

he did not memeorize well enough, or it is a regular one that he did not 

border to memorize.  So, some teachers then tell their students to memorise 

the spellings of all the 30 (14 + 16) finals so as to save the trouble of 

identifying irregularities. So the burden is transferred from identifying and 

amending irregularities to memorizing a lot of “new pinyin symbols”. 

   Irregularities form a big obstacle to the learning of pinyin, but what 

makes the situation worse is that these irregularities have produced a 

number of inconsistencies or ambiguities in the finals of pinyin.  The 

careful reader may have already observed these ambiguities from Table 3 in 

Chapter 1.  They are exhibited below with row numbers refering to Table 3: 

 

(1) Final (or vowel) 誒 may be represented by ‘ê’, ‘e ’ or ‘a ’ (rows 2, 15); 

(2) Final (or vowel) 迂 may be represented by ‘ü’ or ‘u’ (rows 0, 2, 15, 16); 

(3) Final 約 may be represented by ‘üe’ or ‘ue’ (row 2); 

(4) Letter ‘e ’ represents final 鵝 or 誒 according to the situation (rows 2, 4); 

(5) Letter ‘a ’ represents final 啊 or 誒 according to the situation (rows 1, 15); 

(6) Letter ‘u ’ represents final 烏 or 迂 according to the situation (row 0); 

(7) Spelling ‘un’ represents final 溫 or 暈 according to the situation (rows 11, 

16); 

(8) Spelling ‘uan’ represents final 彎 or冤 according to the situation (rows 10, 

15). 

 

   In order to cope with the above ambiguities and the 14 finals’ spelling 

irregularities, the pinyin system provides a number of rules for users and 

learners, who must familiarize themselves with the rules as well as with the 

situations where the rules apply before they can spontaneously pronounce 

all the irregular pinyin spellings correctly.  This is, as mentioned before, the 

main reason why the grade 1 primary school children in mainland China 

take much longer time than those in Taiwan to fully grasp the phonetic 

techniques of Putonghua.  It also partly explains why so many people in 

mainland China who have learned pinyin for years still give up pinyin as 

their method of Chinese input on computer, but spent extra time and effort 

to learn another Chinese input method called the Five-Stroke Chinese Input. 

   However, the worst problem of pinyin is not its numerous spelling 

irregularities and ambiguities.  It is its incompatibility with the four 

traditional Chinese tone marks that has brought it to a dead end. 
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3   
Pinyin was introduced and enforced in mainland China in 1958 by the 

Chinese Government under the title ‘A Scheme for the Chinese Phonetic 

Alphabet’ (SCPA 漢語拼音方案) and has ever since become the official 

phonetic system of the Chinese language in China.  Its more common name 

‘pinyin’ comes from the pinyin spellings of the two Chinese characters 拼[pin] 

and 音 [yin], and the Chinese compound word 拼音 means ‘a phonetic 

combination’ or ‘a combination of speech sounds’. 

   The basic usage of pinyin is for indicating the correct pronunciation of 

Chinese characters.  The indication process must include two parts: the 

indication of the syllable by a pinyin spelling and the indication of the tone 

by a suitable tone mark －, ˊ, ˇ or ˋ.  For this reason, pinyin spellings 

and Chinese tone marks should be inseparable in order to be useful. 

   Since the mid-nineteen century, the whole world had been using mostly 

the Wade-Giles romanization system as the standard phonetic transcription 

for Chinese names and special terms.  With the official proclamation of 

pinyin, the Chinese Government had in fact declared to the world that 

Wade-Giles, or any other romanization system, should be replaced by pinyin.  

Inside mainland China the replacement was immediate, but outside, the 

Wade-Giles romanization still remained popular for decades. 

   In 2000, over forty years after the official proclamation of pinyin and 

almost thirty years after mainland China became member of the United 

Nations, the Library of Congress of United States, that is the largest library 

in the world, finally announced that beginning October 1, American libraries 

would use pinyin as the standard romanization scheme for Chinese 

characters, and that the Wade-Giles romanization system would no longer be 

used.  However at the same time, in its document ‘Romanization Guidelines’, 

the Library of Congress specifically stated, ‘Tones will not be indicated.’ 

   If tones are not indicated, the whole pinyin system provides only about 

four hundred variations, or spellings.  How can that be enough to represent 

The Incompatibility  
   of Pinyin & Tone Marks 
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the thousands of different characters that may appear in the titles of the 

Chinese books in the library?  Without tone marks, pinyin cannot even 

retain its basic function of indicating the pronunciation of characters.  

What then is the use of toneless pinyin here?  If I understand Chinese, I can 

directly read the Chinese title of the book; if I do not, I still need the tones to 

understand the meaning of the title.  Obviously, the Library of Congress is 

not using pinyin to help people understand the titles of books, but is only 

using it as a cataloging tool for its collection of Chinese books. 

   Tone marks are not only abandoned by American libraries.  In fact, they 

are entirely abandoned by the Chinese people themselves.  In China, 

wherever you go, all the pinyin writings you see have no tone marks, except 

for those inside the pages of children books.  Chinese people often put 

pinyin on road signs, shop signs, landmark signboards, book covers, 

commodity packaging, and so on, but never show any tone marks on them.  

Even the government is doing the same thing.  Take a look at the bank 

notes and coins issued by the government.  The pinyin printed on them also 

has no tone marks.  Another equally weird phenomenon is that even now, 

over fifty years after the creation of pinyin, the Chinese people still do not 

have keyboards that can type out pinyin spellings together with tone marks! 

   Does this mean that the Chinese people can easily understand pinyin 

spellings with no tone marks?  The answer is certainly no, though at times 

they may guess the meaning correctly.  In general, they only understand 

the toneless pinyin by reading the Chinese characters, for in China there is 

no pinyin unaccompanied by its Chinese translation.  The present situation 

is rather ironic － The creation of pinyin was supposed to help people read 

Chinese characters, but things are now the other way round, Chinese people 

are using Chinese characters to understand toneless pinyin! 

   As an essential part of the language, tones are indispensable.  With tone 

notation, pinyin can, despite its many irregularities and ambiguities, 

represent every one of all the thirteen hundred meaningful speech sounds of 

Putonghua; without tone notation, pinyin at once shrinks from thirteen 

hundred to four hundred and has little use.  However, in spite of this 

utmost importance of tone notation, the Chinese people still leave out the 

tone marks in their pinyin writings and display them everywhere in the 

country.  Why is the situation like this? 

   The omission of tone marks also creates ambiguities in some pinyin 

spellings like [xian] or [piao].  With tone marks, [xiān] clearly represents a 

monosyllabic word like先, and [xīān] clearly represents a disyllabic word like

西安, according to the number of tone marks appearing on the compound 
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word.  Without tone marks, [xian] is ambiguous.  Similarly, [piao] is also 

ambiguous because it can be both [piāo](漂, etc) and [píăo](皮襖).  How do 

the Chinese people solve this ambiguity problem?  Retrieving the omitted 

tone marks would be the natural solution.  But they do not do so.  They use 

the English apostrophe to separate the syllables and write [xi’an] and [pi’ao] 

for disyllabic words so that they may keep on rejecting the tone marks! 

   Why is the situation like this?  Is it because Chinese people hate tone 

marks?  But this is unlikely because the Chinese people had been using 

them long before the creation of pinyin. 

   Or is it because tone notation is not so important after all?  Let us look 

into this question.  Putonghua is a syllabic and tonal dialect.  All its 

meaningful speech sounds are expressible in terms of the four hundred 

syllables and the four tones, that is, expressible in terms of the thirteen 

hundred syllable-tone combinations (less than 4004 as some tones of some 

syllables are not used).  This means that if pinyin were equipped with a 

tone notation accepted by the Chinese people, it could span the entire spoken 

language.  In other words, for any person speaking standard Putonghua, no 

matter what he says, his full speech could be completely recorded, or written, 
in pinyin spellings plus tone notation.  And anyone familiar with pinyin 

and the tone notation could read the written material and know what he has 

said without listening to his speech.  What does this mean?  It means that 

with an acceptable tone notation, pinyin could have become a tool of 

communication, i.e., a new form of writing for Putonghua. 

   It is regrettable that the amalgamation of traditional tone marks with 

the roman letters of pinyin is so unacceptable to the Chinese people; 

otherwise it would have generated a second writing system for the Chinese 

language that would be beneficial to foreign learners of Chinese who usually 

have difficulty in learning the characters. 

   The following two chapters will formally introduce the LCRC, Lo’s 

Complete Romanization of Chinese, which, as mentioned before, has the 

following characteristics: 

(1) It romanizes the tones as well as the syllables with just 26 letters; 

(2) It is perfect in consistency (every final has only 1 spelling and every 

spelling of final represents only 1 final); 

(3) It is almost free of irregularities (only 1 rule is needed to clarify the 

dual usage of ‘u’, §4.3); 

(4) It is simple in structure and easy to learn, especially for learners of 

Chinese with a background in English. 
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4  
 

 

4.1  The complete romanization of Mandarin Chinese introduced here may 

be divided into two parts according to the syllabic and tonal characteristics 

of the language, namely the romanization of syllables and the romanization 

of tones.  While the second part is entirely a new concept, the first part is 

basically the result of a series of amendments to the current pinyin system, 

including an elimination of the existing irregularities and a new approach to 

the replacement of ê and ü . 

   The elimination of existing irregularities is a simple task now as Table 4 

already lists the source of all the irregularities with their suggested 

amendments.  When all the suggested amendments are carried out in Table 

3 (Chapter 1), a new Table 5 will emerge, as shown on the next page. 

   The most important difference between Table 3 and Table 5 is that when 

the finals in Table 5 combine with the initials in Table 2, all the syllables so 

generated possess the ‘consistency property’ － consistent in the sense that 

the pronunciation of every syllable is the same as the pronunciation derived 

from the formal definitions of the basic symbols in its spelling.  In other 

words, they are free of irregularities.  And naturally, with the disappearance 

of all irregularities, the 8 ambiguities in Table 3, listed in §2.6, also 

disappear from Table 5. 

   In Table 5, we can see that the amendments have brought ê and ü  back to 

the spellings of a number of finals in the table, but the reader has no need to 

worry about this because the author has a new way of handling these two 

non-English elements. 

   Note that we have chosen ‘oun’ instead of ‘ung’ as our amendment for the 

incorrect pinyin [ong] of the final of 轟 (Table 4 & §2.3).  The reason for the 

choice will be clear in §4.3. 

 

Romanization 
   of the Syllables 
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Fundamentals i-column u-column ü -column 

Final 
Amended 

pinyin 
Final 

Amended 

pinyin 
Final 

Amended 

pinyin 
Final 

Amended 

pinyin 

0   衣 i 烏 u 迂 ü 

1 啊 a 呀 ia 蛙 ua   

2 誒 ê 耶 iê   約 üê 

3 喔 o 唷 io 窩 uo   

4 鵝 e       

5 兒 er       

6 哀 ai   歪 uai   

7  êi   威 uêi   

8 熬 au 腰 iau     

9 歐 ou 憂 iou     

10 安 an   彎 uan   

11 恩 en   温 uen   

12 昂 ang 央 iang 汪 uang   

13 鞥 eng   翁 ueng   

14 of 轟 oun 雍 ioun     

15  (ên) 烟 iên   冤 üên 

16  (n) 因 in   暈 ün 

17  (ng) 英 ing     

Note.  (ên), (n) and (ng) are not finals.  ‘of 轟’ means ‘final of 轟’ 

 Table 5   Finals of Putonghua in Amended Pinyin 

 

4.2  Many of the irregularities in pinyin are due to the replacement of ü by 
u and the replacement of ê by e/a (see §2.5).  The replacements give new 

representations to e, a and u without cancelling their original ones, thus 

creating ambiguities and confusion.  In our new system, we shall handle the 

replacements in a new different way. 

   First consider the replacement for ü.  Pinyin replaces ü  by u and this is 

not a good choice because u already has its own important representation in 

pinyin.  Moreover, lu and nu cannot replace lü and nü because all four are 

existing syllables.  This makes the replacement incomplete so that lu, nu, 
lü and nü are all being used in pinyin today. 

   After about half a century’s consideration, people now seem to have a 

general consensus of opinion that v is a better choice than u.  First, v is 

still not used in the pinyin system.  Second, though it is a tradition to use 

the five letters a, e, i, o, u for vowels, it is unreasonable to forbid people to 

use other letters for vowels in an independent system.  So in our system we 
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shall use v instead of u to replace ü. 

   Next consider the replacement for ê.  The pronunciation of ê in pinyin is 

the same as the English e in words like ‘yes’, ‘less’, ‘best’, whereas the 

pronunciation of e(鵝) in pinyin is like the pinyin er(兒), and also like the 

English er.  The only difference between e(鵝) and er(兒) is that er(兒) is 

spoken with a retroflex tongue but e(鵝) is not.  If the choice of symbols is to 

be English-friendly, since we use only English letters, we should replace ê by 
e and find something else for e(鵝). 

   Since e(鵝) sounds like er(兒) and the two only differ in whether the 

tongue is retroflexed or not, we shall replace the non-retroflex e(鵝) by eh(鵝) 

in contrast to the retroflexed er(兒).  This arrangement is in accordance 

with the English spelling convention as we can see in English words like 

‘lahdidah’ and ‘darling’, or ‘mah-jong’ and ‘marble’, where r and h represent 

retroflex and non-retroflex pronunciations respectively. 

   So the whole process of replacement is as follows: 

ü (迂)  →  v(迂) 

ê(誒)  →  e(誒) 

 e(鵝)  →  eh(鵝) 

   The above three replacements involve 15 changes in Table 5.  After all 

these changes are made, a new Table 6 will emerge from Table 5.  This 

Table 6, like Table 5, also possesses the consistency property.  All the 

syllables generated by combining the initials of Table 2 with the finals of 

Table 6 are free of irregularities.  The only difference between the two 

tables is that Table 5 uses two non-English symbols ê and ü but Table 6 is 

all English. 

 

4.3  Table 6 should be the ideal Table of Finals for our new system if we 

want it to be absolutely free of irregularities.  However, the author is not 

quite satisfied with the spelling of four of its finals, namely ‘ehn’, ‘ehng’, 

‘uehn’ and ‘uehng’, owing to the following considerations: 
 

(1) Although pinyin uses the same symbol e for the vowels in the three 

finals e(鵝), en(恩) and eng(鞥), the pronunciation of the e in en(恩) and 

eng(鞥) is actually slightly different from that of e(鵝).  That is the 

reason why linguists use two different IPA symbols for these vowels, 

namely /ɤ/ for e(鵝), and /ə/ for the e in en(恩) and eng(鞥) (see §1.4).  

So, though we have replaced e(鵝) by eh(鵝), we need not use the same 
eh for the e in en(恩) and eng(鞥). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-mid_back_unrounded_vowel
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Fundamentals i-column u-column v-column 

Final 
Amended 

pinyin 
Final 

Amended 

pinyin 
Final 

Amended 

pinyin 
Final 

Amended 

pinyin 

0   衣 i 烏 u 迂 v 

1 啊 a 呀 ia 蛙 ua   

2 誒 e 耶 ie   約 ve 

3 喔 o 唷 io 窩 uo   

4 鵝 eh       

5 兒 er       

6 哀 ai   歪 uai   

7  ei   威 uei   

8 熬 au 腰 iau     

9 歐 ou 憂 iou     

10 安 an   彎 uan   

11 恩 ehn   温 uehn   

12 昂 ang 央 iang 汪 uang   

13 鞥 ehng   翁 uehng   

14 of 轟 oun 雍 ioun     

15  (en) 煙 ien   冤 ven 

16  (n) 因 in   暈 vn 

17  (ng) 英 ing     

 Note.  (ên), (n) and (ng) are not finals.  ‘of 轟’ means ‘final of 轟’  

Table 6   Finals of Putonghua in Amended Pinyin with e, ê, ü Replaced 

 

(2) The pronunciation of en(恩) is very close to the pronunciation of the 

English ‘un’ in words like ‘fun’, ‘gun’, ‘pun’, etc; and the pronunciation of 

eng(鞥) is very close to the pronunciation of the English ‘ung’ in words 

like ‘hung’, ‘lung’, ‘bung’, etc.  Ask a Putonghua native speaker to say 

‘分[fen], 根[gen], 噴[pen], 奔[ben]’.  It just sounds like the English words 

‘fun, gun, pun, bun’.  Ask him again to say ‘崩[beng], 登[deng], 亨[heng]’.  

You’ll hear he is just reading the English words ‘bung, dung, hung’. 

(3) The spellings ‘un’ and ‘ung’ are shorter and look more like English than 

‘ehn’ and ‘ehng’. 

   Since our new romanization system is designed for foreign learners of 

Putonghua with a background in English, the author has decided to use ‘un’ 

and ‘ung” instead of ‘ehn’ and ‘ehng’ to replace the ‘en’ and ‘eng’ in Table 5 

while keeping the replacement of e(鵝) by eh(鵝) in Table 6.  This change is 

shown in Table 7 below.  It involves changing the four finals [ehn], [ehng], 
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[uehn], [uehng] in Table 6 to [un], [ung], [uun], [uung].  Note that because 

we have used ‘ung’ to replace ‘ehng’, we then have to use ‘oun’ as our 

amendment for the pinyin [ong] of the final of 轟 (see Table 4). 

 

 
Fundamentals i-column u-column v-column 

Final LCRC Final LCRC Final LCRC Final LCRC 

0   衣 i 烏 u 迂 v 

1 啊 a 呀 ia 蛙 ua   

2 誒 e 耶 ie   約 ve 

3 喔 o 唷 io 窩 uo   

4 鵝 eh       

5 兒 er       

6 哀 ai   歪 uai   

7  ei   威 uei   

8 熬 au 腰 iau     

9 歐 ou 憂 iou     

10 安 an   彎 uan   

11 恩 un   温 uun   

12 昂 ang 央 iang 汪 uang   

13 鞥 ung   翁 uung   

14 of 轟 oun 雍 ioun     

15  (en) 烟 ien   冤 ven 

16  (n) 因 in   暈 vn 

17  (ng) 英 ing     

Note.  (ên), (n) and (ng) are not finals.  ‘of 轟’ means ‘final of 轟’ 

Table 7   Table of Finals for LCRC 

 

So at last Table 7 is the Table of Finals for our new system － Lo’s Complete 

Romanization of Chinese (LCRC).  As for initials, LCRC uses the same 

symbols as pinyin for all the 21 initials (Table 2).  Thus, all the syllables of 

Putonghua in the LCRC system are formed by combining the initials in 

Table 2 with the finals in Table 7. 

   Take notice that pinyin uses the same basic symbol e for the vowels in 

the three finals 鵝, 恩 and 鞥, but our system LCRC use two different basic 

symbols: eh for the vowel 鵝 (IPA /ɤ/) and u for the vowel in恩and鞥 (IPA /ə/).  

Thus the number of vowels in Putonghua differentiated by LCRC is 9, not 8.  

Also, the use of u for the vowel in 恩 and 鞥 has caused undesirable 

consequences in our new system LCRC, because it violates the original 

formal definition of the basic symbol u(烏, IPA /u/). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-mid_back_unrounded_vowel
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   Because u is now given a second representation other than its original 

u(烏) (IPA /u/), irregularities are unavoidably produced in our new system, so 

that all syllables containing the finals [un], [ung], [uun] and [uung] in LCRC 

cannot derive their pronunciation from the formal definition of u(烏) in their 

spellings.  The following rule will help learners cope with such irregularities.  
 

In LCRC, u represents the vowel 烏  except when it is 

immediately followed by n but not immediately preceded by o, 

in which case it represents the vowel in the final 恩 or 鞥. 

 

   It is fortunate that this rule is rather simple, especially for learners who 

know English, because 烏 is just the vowel in the English word ‘rule’ or ‘woo’, 

and 恩 is pronounced almost the same as the ‘un’ part of the English word 

‘under’.  Take notice that the u in [oun] (the final of 轟) is not pronounced as 

the u in [un]恩  because it is immediately preceded by o, allowing a 

diphthong ou to be formed.  Also, when two consecutive u’s appear in a 

syllable, like [tuun](吞), it is clear that each u is pronounced differently 

because the first u is not immediately followed by n while the second u is 

‘immediately followed by n but not immediately preceded by o’. 

   From the phonetic point of view, when the medial vowel u(烏 ) is 

immediately followed by another simple vowel, it can be replaced by w.  For 

instance, the syllables ‘guo(鍋), kuang(匡), tuun(吞)’ are pronounced just the 

same as ‘gwo(鍋), kwang(匡), twun(吞)’.  This is just like the English word 

‘linguist’, which is pronounced as /lɪŋgwɪst/ with its u replaced by w. 
 

4.4  Now that the LCRC spellings of all the 38 finals are established, it is 

time to compare them with their corresponding pinyin spellings, and the 

best way to do so is to combine Table 7 of LCRC with Table 3 of pinyin.  The 

combination gives rise to Table 8.  For the reader ’s easy comparison, every 

final with different spellings in the two systems has its two spellings shaded 

in Table 8.  There are 17 such finals (or 16 if ‘ung/eng’ and ‘uung/ueng’ are 

regarded as repetitions of the same difference), meaning that about 45% of 

the finals in Putonghua have different spellings in the two systems. 

   Table 8 gives us a comprehensive comparison of the spellings of finals in 

the two systems.  However, it does not show us clearly the confusion we 

found in the pinyin spellings of finals as mentioned in §2.6.  We are 

presenting a new Table 9 below that skillfully analyzes the pinyin 

ambiguities numbered (2), (3), (6), (7), (8) in §2.6, caused by the replacement 

of ü  by u.  Because it includes all the 17 shaded finals of Table 8, it also 

gives us an overall comparison of the spellings of finals in the two systems. 
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Fundamentals i-column u-column v-, ü/u-column 

Final LCRC Pinyin Final LCRC Pinyin Final LCRC Pinyin Final LCRC Pinyin 

0    衣 i i 烏 u u 迂 v ü /u 

1 啊 a a 呀 ia ia 蛙 ua ua    

2 誒 e ê/e/a 耶 ie ie    約 ve üe/ue 

3 喔 o o 唷 io io 窩 uo uo    

4 鵝 eh e          

5 兒 er er          

6 哀 ai ai    歪 uai uai    

7  ei ei    威 uei ui    

8 熬 au ao 腰 iau iao       

9 歐 ou ou 憂 iou iu       

10 安 an an    彎 uan uan    

11 恩 un en    温 uun un    

12 昂 ang ang 央 iang iang 汪 uang uang    

13 鞥 ung eng    翁 uung ueng    

14 of 轟 oun ong 雍 ioun iong       

15  (en) (ên) 烟 ien ian    冤 ven uan 

16  (n) (n) 因 in in    暈 vn un 

17  (ng) (ng) 英 ing ing       

Note.  Finals with different spellings in LCRC and pinyin are shaded; 
                   (en), (n) and (ng) are not finals;  ‘of 轟’ means ‘final of 轟’. 

Table 8   LCRC and Pinyin ─ Comparing Final Spellings 

 

 LCRC Final Pinyin   LCRC Final Pinyin 

1 au 熬 ao  13 uung 翁 ueng 

2 e 誒 ê/e/a  
14 v 迂 

ü  with other initials 

3 eh 鵝 e  
u 

with  j, q, x, y 

4 iau 腰 iao  * u 烏 with other initials 

5 ien 烟 ian  
15 ve 約 

ue with  j, q, x, y 

6 iou 憂 iu  üe with other initials 

7 ioun 雍 iong  16 ven 冤 
uan 

with  j, q, x, y 

8 oun of 轟 ong  * uan 彎 with other initials 

9 uei 威 ui  17 vn 暈 
un 

with  j, q, x, y 

10 un 恩 en  12 uun 温 with other initials 

11 ung 鞥 eng       

Note. Asterisked finals have the same spelling in LCRC and pinyin. Other 

      finals are numbered in alphabetical order of their LCRC spellings. 

Table 9   LCRC and Pinyin ─ Differences in Final Spellings 
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   Both Tables 8 and 9 give us an overall comparison of final spellings in the 

two systems.  The only difference is: Table 8 includes all 38 finals but Table 

9 does not; Table 9 analyzes the ü /u confusion in pinyin but Table 8 does not. 

4.5  Now let us start our comparison.  Two aspects are worthy of 

comparing.  The first is the occurrence of the kind of irregularities 

discussed in Chapter 2; that is, how many finals cannot derive their correct 

pronunciation from the formal definitions of the basic symbols in their 

spellings?  The second is the consistency of representation, that is, does 

every final have only one spelling, and does every spelling represent only one 

final?  Consistency of representation is a must in a good phonetic system. 

   The finals of LCRC have 4 irregularities out of 38, namely [un](恩), 

[ung](鞥), [uun](溫) and [uung](翁) as mentioned in the previous section.  As 

for pinyin, its finals have 14 irregularities out of 38 (see Table 4). 

   As regards the consistency of representation, LCRC is a perfect system, 

because from Tables 9 and 8, we can see a clear one-to-one relation between 

the Putonghua finals and their LCRC spellings, assuring that each final has 

only one LCRC spelling, and each LCRC spelling represents only one final.  

As for pinyin, in §2.6 of Chapter 2 we exhibited 8 inconsistencies in its final 

spellings.  To tackle these 8 inconsistencies, learners and users of pinyin 

may use the 7 rules given below; whereas to tackle the 14 irregularities in 

the finals, they should use the 14 suggested amendments in Table 4. 

(1) Final 迂 is represented by [u] when it follows j, q, x, y, but by [ü] when 

it follows other initials; 

(2) Final 約 is represented by [ue] when it follows j, q, x, y, but by [üe] 

when it follows other initials; 

(3) ‘u’ represents final 迂 when it follows j, q, x, y, but represents final 烏

when it follows other initials; 

(4) ‘un’ represents final 暈 when it follows j, q, x, y, but represents final 温

when it follows other initials; 

(5) ‘uan’ represents final 冤 when it follows j, q, x, y, but represents final

彎 when it follows other initials; 

(6) ‘e’ represents final 鵝(e), but in the spellings of final (ei) and final  

耶(ie), ‘e’ represents final 誒(ê); 

(7) ‘a’ represents final 啊(a), but in the spellings of final 煙(ian) and final

冤(uan), ‘a’ represents final 誒(ê). 

From the above comparison of finals it is evident that the pinyin phonetic 

system is complicated and difficult to learn. 
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   Because LCRC and pinyin use the same spellings for all initials of 

Putonghua, it follows that the spelling difference of syllables between the 

two systems lies entirely in the spelling difference of their finals.  As a 

result, a comparison in spelling of the 38 finals in the two systems is 

equivalent to a comparison in spelling of all the syllables in the two systems. 

   Some may be disappointed to see that four irregularities still exist in the 

LCRC system, because if Table 6 had been adopted instead of Table 7, then 

LCRC would be perfect.  For this, let us explain one more time.  The four 

irregularities affect the system very little.  Just one single rule introduced 

in §4.3 solves the problem.  However, Table 7 brought us these advantages:  

1. We got rid of 4 awkward spellings ‘ehn’, ‘ehng’, ‘uehn’ and ‘uehng’;  

2. We shortened the spellings of quite a number of syllables, because the 4 

shortened finals in Table 7 combine with initials to form many syllables;  

3. English spelling conventions are preserved in the system. 

 

4.6  In British English, the vowel u(/uː/) at the beginning of a word is 

usually spoken with the addition of y(/j/) before it, as in the pronunciation of 

the English words ‘use’(/juːs/) and ‘unit’(/juːnət/) (IPA symbol j signifies the 

pronunciation of y).  However, if there is a front consonant before u, the 

addition of y(/j/) may become unnecessary, as in the pronunciation of the 

English words ‘rule’(/ruːl/) and ‘juice’(/dʒuːs/).  This phenomenon also occurs 

in Putonghua, only to a much greater extent.  In Putonghua, when there are 

no initials (front consonants) before them the medial vowels i and v are 

spoken with the addition of y before them; and when there is no initial 

before it, the medial vowel u is spoken with the addition of w before it.  

Thus, with no initials before them, the finals [i], [in], [ing], [u], [v], [ve], [ven], 

[vn] are respectively pronounced as [yi], [yin], [ying], [wu], [yv], [yve], [yven], 

[yvn], with y or w added before each of them.  Now, let us go on to see what 

happens when the medial vowels i and u are immediately followed by other 

vowels.  We can take [ie] and [uo] as examples.  With no initials before 

them, they should be pronounced as [yie] and [wuo], as explained above.  

But in actual pronunciation, [yie] is the same as [ye] and [wuo] the same as 

[wo].  So [ie] and [uo] are actually pronounced as [ye] and [wo], with y and w 

replacing i and u, instead of being added before them.  So we now 

understand: when i and u are immediately followed by other vowels, y and w 

should replace them instead of being added before them. 

   To help the reader understand this more easily, the pronunciation of i, u, 
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v and the 21 compound finals (shaded) when they have no initials (i.e., when 

they act as syllables) is listed in Table 10 below. 

   Since spellings should reflect real pronunciation, we should strictly 

observe the spelling conventions listed in Table 10.  That is, when these 24 

finals act as syllables, their spellings should be those shown in the 

pronunciation columns, but when they have initials before them, their 

spellings should be those shown in the LCRC columns.  This is called the 

w/y rule or the Rule of Semivowels of LCRC.  It is summed up as follows: 

1. Add w before final u to make it a syllable, and for those finals beginning 

with u followed by another vowel, replace the beginning u by w to make 

them syllables; 

2. Add y before the finals i, in, ing, v, ve, ven, vn to make them syllables, but 

for other finals beginning with i, replace i by y to make them syllables. 

   Because in Chinese [u] is pronounced as [wu], we should not be surprised 

that in Chinese, [gu] is often pronounced as [gwu], and [ku] pronounced as 

[kwu], but this practice is confined to the two initials [g] and [k] only. 

 

i-column u-column v-column 

Final LCRC 
Pronun- 

ciation 
Final LCRC 

Pronun- 

ciation 
Final LCRC 

Pronun- 

ciation 

衣 i yi 烏 u wu 迂 v yv 

呀 ia ya 蛙 ua wa    

耶 ie ye    約 ve yve 

唷 io yo 窩 uo wo    

   歪 uai wai    

   威 uei wei    

腰 iau yau       

憂 iou you       

   彎 uan wan    

   温 uun wun    

央 iang yang 汪 uang wang    

   翁 uung wung    

雍 ioun youn       

烟 ien yen    冤 ven yven 

因 in yin    暈 vn yvn 

英 ing ying       

Table 10   Pronunciation of 24 Finals When They Act As Syllables 
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5 
5.1  Every speech sound of Putonghua is just a syllable spoken at a specified 

tone.  If tones are not indicated, the syllables of Putonghua cannot be read 

or understood.  In a phonetic system for Putonghua, if we have represented 

the syllables by Roman letters, then naturally, the tones should also be 

represented by the same.  However, this best and natural way of 

representation faces a big challenge: it is very difficult to find suitable letters 

attached to syllable spellings to represent tones without causing ambiguities 

in compound words.  Any letter chosen to represent a tone and placed at the 

end of the first syllable of a compound word will appear to combine with the 

ending letter(s) of the first syllable or with the starting letter(s) of the second 

syllable to form extra syllables, causing ambiguities and confusion.  For 

instance, if I choose n to represent the third tone and ‘no letter’ to represent 

the first tone, then the disyllabic compound word ‘măān’ (meaning ‘saddle’) 

will be written as ‘manan’.  This will create ambiguities because in 

Putonghua, ‘man’, ‘an’, ‘ma’ and ‘nan’ are all existing syllables.  In fact, the 

makers of pinyin did seriously consider this way of representation, but had 

to give up and turned back to the traditional tone marks when they failed to 

find suitable letters.  Conceivably, the makers of the Gwoyeu Romatzyh 

system proclaimed in 1928 must also have experienced the same failure 

before they decided to express the tones by varying the spellings of syllables. 

   In 1994, a Singapore Chinese invented a Chinese input method using 

pinyin (Chinese Patent Application No. 94117853.6).  As there is no 

keyboard that can key in the tone marks of pinyin, he used letters to 

represent the tones, namely h, l, and v for 3 of the 4 tones and ‘no letter’ for 

the remaining one.  But in order to solve the problem of ambiguity in 

compound words, he had to represent the tones by extra letters y, w, r, k 

when ambiguities occur and had to change the location of these letters in 

syllable spellings.  The input had no market at all for its complexity. 

   We shall show that the new LCRC system will put an end to the above 

situation, and this is due to the following 3 important properties of LCRC: 

Romanization 

     of the Tones 
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(1) No syllable in LCRC ends in j, q or x; 

(2) No syllable in LCRC starts in i or v; 

(3) As an initial in an LCRC syllable, j, q or x must be followed by i or v. 

The first property can be seen from Table 7, where no final ends in j, q or x.  

The second property is obvious from Table 2 (where no initial starts in i or v) 

and the use of y in Table 10 (where no final starts in i or v when it acts as a 

syllable).  Finally, the third can be confirmed by the dictionary with v as the 

new symbol for the final 迂. 

5.2  Now we present the representations of the 4 tones in LCRC as follows: 

 

Tone 1 ( － ) is represented by ‘nothing added to the syllable’; 

Tone 2 (ˊ) is represented by letter j placed at the end of the syllable; 

Tone 3 (ˇ) is represented by letter q placed at the end of the syllable; 

Tone 4 (ˋ) is represented by letter x placed at the end of the syllable. 

 

Because of the above rule, the letters j, q, x are called tone letters. 

   Take the syllable ‘chang’ for example.  It has the same spelling in LCRC 

and in pinyin.  Its 4 tones in LCRC and in pinyin with meanings in English 

are listed below: 

 

 Tone 1 Tone 2 Tone 3 Tone 4 

LCRC chang changj changq changx 

Pinyin chāng cháng chăng chàng 

English whore long factory sing 

Table 11   The 4 Tones of Syllable ‘chang’ 

  

   The next two examples are two sentences meaning ‘I want to learn 

Putonghua’ and ‘He/She is not a thief ’.  Note that ‘Putonghua’ and ‘thief ’ 

are compound words, and that ‘want’, ‘to learn’ and ‘Putonghua’ have 

different spellings in LCRC and pinyin (see Table 9 in §4.4). 

 

English I want  to learn Putonghua 

LCRC woq yaux xvej Puqtounhuax 

Pinyin wŏ yào xué Pŭtōnghuà 

Tone 3 4 2 3, 1, 4 

Table 12   ‘I want to learn Putonghua’ in LCRC and pinyin 
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English he/she not is thief 

LCRC ta bux shix zeijfeiq 

Pinyin tā bù  shì zéifěi 

Tone 1 4 4 2, 3 

Table 13   ‘He/She is not a thief’ in LCRC and pinyin 

 

5.3  Now we explain why the adding of tone letters j, q, x to the end of the 

syllables in the LCRC system will not cause any ambiguity in compound 
words.  This is all due to the three properties of LCRC disclosed in §5.1. 

   First consider a monosyllabic word or the last syllable of a compound 

word.  Because no syllable ends in j, q or x (property 1), any of the j, q, x 
letters appearing at its end must be a tone letter that will determine its tone, 

and if there is no j, q, x letter at its end, then obviously it is of tone 1 for 

having no tone letter. 

   Next consider any non-last syllable in any compound word.  The same 

property ‘no syllable ends in j, q or x’, guarantees that at most two of the j, q, 

x letters (repetition counted as two) will appear at its end.  In such case, its 

tone can be uniquely determined as follows:  

(1) If none of the j, q, x letters appears at its end, then it is of tone 1 for 

having no tone letter; 

(2) If only one j, q, x letter appears at its end followed by i or v, then that 

letter must be the initial of the succeeding syllable because in LCRC, 

no syllable starts in i or v (property 2), so again it of tone 1 for having 

no tone letter; 

(3) If only one j, q, x letter appears at its end not followed by i or v, then 

that letter must be its tone letter (because if not, then that letter must 

be the initial of the succeeding syllable and should be followed by i or v 

by property 3), and so its tone is determined; 

(4) If two j, q, x letters appear at its end, then clearly the first is its tone 

letter and the second is the initial of the succeeding syllable. 

  The above reasoning shows that the use of tone letters does not cause 

ambiguity in compound words.  Note that it already covers all possible 

situations and that j, q and x are the only letters having such properties. 

   Here the careful reader may remember the kind of ambiguities discussed 

in Chapter 3.  These ambiguities occur in pinyin when tone marks are 

omitted.  Now, since we use no tone letter for the first tone, the situation 
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where the preceding syllable is of tone 1 in an LCRC disyllabic word is just 

the same situation as a pinyin disyllabic word without tone marks, and thus 

the same kind of ambiguities may also occur in an LCRC disyllabic word 

with a preceding tone-one syllable.  If such an ambiguity does occur, we 

shall apply the same syllable-separation mark (the English apostrophe) used 

in pinyin to solve the problem, because we cannot find any other tone letter. 

   However, as quite a number of syllables have different spellings in LCRC 

and pinyin, the necessity for using the syllable-separation mark may occur 

differently in the two systems.  For instance, in pinyin we write [xi’an] to 

mean the disyllabic word [xīān](西安), and [xian] to mean the single syllable 

[xiān](先), but in LCRC this is not necessary because in LCRC, [xian] is 

always a disyllabic word.  The single syllable [xian] does not exist in LCRC 

because the pinyin final [ian](煙) is already changed to [ien] for LCRC. 

   Also, in pinyin we write [pi’ao] to mean the disyllabic word [píăo](皮襖) 

and [piao] to mean the single syllable [piāo](漂), but in LCRC this is again 

unnecessary because the preceding syllable [pí](皮) is not tone 1.  In LCRC, 

皮襖 and 漂 have different spellings, namely [pijauq](皮襖) and [piau](漂).  

Note that 襖 is [au] in LCRC but [ao] in pinyin (see Table 9). 
 

5.4  This and the following two sections are about the so-called light ‘tone’ or 

neutral ‘tone’.  Officially a light tone is not classified as a genuine tone.  

Every one of the 4 official tones has its own specified pitch pattern, but light 

tones do not.  Light tones are only tone variations generated when two or 

three syllables forming a compound word are spoken at higher speed, and 

when this happens, the first syllable is always unaffected.  Thus the 

syllable affected, i.e., the light tone, is always the last syllable of a disyllabic 

compound word, or the middle or last syllable of a trisyllabic compound 
word.  Moreover, how the ‘tone’ (pitch) of a light tone varies depends on 

what official tone the syllable preceding it has. 

   In pinyin the official notation for the light tone is a dot ‘·’ placed in front 

of the syllable.  This notation is used by all dictionaries in mainland China 

to indicate light tones.  However, when people are using pinyin to indicate 

the pronunciation of every character in a sentence or passage, the more 

common practice for indicating the light tone is to use just a pinyin spelling 

with no tone marks on it.  This is practicable because in pinyin all syllables 

with official tones in a sentence or passage already have concrete tone marks 

on their spellings.  So in pinyin, of all the 5 indicators for indicating tones, 

the simplest one, or the best one (nothing added to the syllable), is for 

indicating the light tone.  In LCRC, the best indicator indicates tone 1.  
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   LCRC uses the same official notation for the light tone as pinyin, that is, 
a dot ‘·’ placed in front of the syllable.  There is no need to worry that the 

dot of light tone might confuse the full stop of the sentence, because the dot 

is in a higher position and is always located at the inside of a compound 

word.  Below is an example of a short sentence containing three light tones: 

              LCRC:   Ta tou·leh woq·deh doun·xi. 

              Pinyin:   Tā  tōule  wŏde   dōngxi. 

              English:  He  stole   my   belongings. 

5.5  With the introduction of the tone notation, LCRC is now able to denote 

any tone (including the light tone) of any syllable of Putonghua, meaning 

that it can represent all the speech sounds of the language.  So any person 

speaking standard Putonghua can have his speech completely recorded in 

LCRC, and anyone who is familiar with LCRC can read the record and know 

at once what the person has said without listening to his speech.  In this 

way, LCRC behaves as a writing system for Putonghua. 

 It is important to note that when LCRC is used as a writing system, the 

light-tone notaion is no longer necessary.  Even the current writing system 

for Putonghua (the system of Chinese characters) has no light-tone notation.  

Writing is but a tool of communication, and written communication is just 
‘I write; you read and understand; that’s all.’  There is no need to instruct 

people which syllable should be spoken in the light tone.  Moreover, if light 

tones are generated by syllables spoken at high speed, then even though all 

the light tones are not indicated, the speaker will naturally pronounce 

(generate) the light tones himself when he speaks fast.  So, why bother to 

do something unnecessary? 

   Official tones form a very essential part of the Putonghua language.  

Without tone notation to indicate the official tones, the writing, whether in 

pinyin or in LCRC, is difficult to understand.  On the other hand, light 

tones are unimportant and dispensable.  A Putonghua passage recited with 

all its speech sounds (syllable-tone combinations) in their original tones is 

even more understandable than it is recited with the habitual light tones.  

This is because when we learn Chinese, we learn the meaning(s) of every 

character (syllable-tone combination) with reference to its official tone, since 

characters do not have light tone.  So naturally we recall the meanings of 

syllable-tone combinations more easily when we hear them in their original 

tone rather than in the light one. 

   Because light tones evolved from official tones, nearly all of them can be 

traced back to their origins within their current syllables, except for a few 
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most frequently used ones, which not only had their tone varied but also had 

their sound varied too, so that they had to change their spellings and became 

other syllables.  With this change in syllable (spelling), they no longer have 

traceable origin within their current syllables.  Examples of this type are 

the light tones originating from the Chinese characters 的(with syllable 

changing from ‘di’ to ‘deh’), 了(changing from ‘liau’ to ‘leh’), 麼(from ‘mo’ to 

‘meh’), and 咯(from ‘luo’ to ‘lo’), the first two being the most frequently used 

characters in Chinese. 

 

5.6  The properties of light tones discussed above throw light on what we 

should do when LCRC is used as a writing system for Putonghua.  Clearly, 

as a writing system, LCRC should have all its light tones replaced by their 

original official tones.  The only problem left then is the handling of the few 

light tones that have no traceable origin within their current syllables.  It is 

not necessary to trace back to their previous syllables because we cannot use 

an old, previous spelling for a new, altered sound, which is against the basic 

principles of a phontic system. 

   Among the few light tones that have no traceable origin within their 

current syllables, [·deh](的), [·leh](了) and [·meh](麼) are the most frequently 

occurring ones.  All three have [eh] (pinyin [e]) as their final.  The author ’s 

rough estimation is that the occurrence of just the first two of the three 

constitutes over 60% of the occurrence of light tones with no traceable origin 

within their current syllables in everyday speeches and writings.  Just for 

this reason it is worthwhile to assign a special notation for them.  A simple 

way to do so is to take away some letter so as to make it ‘light’, and ‘e’ is the 

suitable letter.  And with this special notation for the light tone, the dot of 

light tone is no longer necessary.  In this way, the three light-tone syllables 

above then become [dh](的), [lh](了) and [mh](麼).  Because they only appear 

at the end of compound words and sentences, they will not be in contact with 

any syllables from behind; and when they are in contact with other syllables 

in their front, their initials ‘d’, ‘l’, ‘m’, will not be mistaken for the last letter 

of the preceding syllable because in LCRC, no syllables end in ‘d’, ‘l’ or ‘m’. 

   One last light tone we have to discuss is [·er], which originates from [erj] 

(兒, pinyin [ér]), the second tone of the retroflex simple vowel [er].  When it 

is spoken in the formal second tone [erj], its meaning is ‘child’, ‘son’ or 

‘youngster’, but when it appears at the end of a noun and acts as a 

diminutive suffix of the compound word, which is very common in 

Putonghua, it is spoken at higher speed with the last syllable of the noun 

and becomes a light tone, thereby losing its original meaning.  Because of 
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its vowel and retroflex nature, this light tone, unlike the others, tends to 

influence the pronunciation of the syllable immediately before it.  In 

mainland China, substantial studies have been done on the changes it may 

cause on the pronunciation of the preceding syllable, and a special term 

‘érhuà’ (LCRC ‘erjhuax’) is invented for this phenomenon.  However, the 

reader need not border about this because these changes will occur naturally 

when [erj] and its preceding syllable are spoken together swiftly. 

   In pinyin, the light tone [·er] is abbreviated as [r], so that the pinyin 

[mă·er](馬兒) or [măer] is abbreviated as [măr].  In LCRC, we do the same, 

so that [maq·er](馬兒) is abbreviated as [maqr].  In Taiwan, people use 

zhuyin symbols, but they have no abbreviation for this light tone and keep 

its original form [·儿] (equivalent to [·er] in pinyin and LCRC).  Note that 

the Taiwan people simply treat the ‘erjhuax’ phenomenon as an example of a 

light tone, but the people in mainland China obviously think otherwise, 

because all the dictionaries in mainland China list all the light tones of 

Putonghua except [·er]. 

   Now we present the Rule of Light Tone for the LCRC writing system.  It 

contains three parts: 

(1) The light tones [·deh], [·leh], [·meh] and [·er] should be written 

as [dh], [lh], [mh] and [r].  This is a special notation. 

(2) If a light tone has traceable origin within its syllable, it 

should be replaced by its original tone. 

(3) If a light tone has no traceable origin within its syllable, the 

dot of light-tone notation can be omitted provided that the 

omission does not cause ambiguity in the meaning of the 

sentence.  Keep the dot if such ambiguity does occur. 

   Consider part three of the rule.  Omitting the dot of a light tone would 

mislead people to think the light tone is tone 1, and if this tone 1 gives a new 

good meaning to the compound word or sentence, ambiguity will occur.  The 

author had a brief research on this type of ambiguity and found that the 

chance of its occurrence is very low.  This is because light tones with no 

traceable origin within their current syllables are mainly auxiliary ending 

syllables of compound words or sentences.  Changing their original tones to 

tone 1 in the context usually gives no new good meanings to the compound 

words or sentences. 
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   According to the rule above, the three dots of the three light tones in the 

LCRC sentence of the previous example given in Section 5.4 can all be 

omitted because the first two light tones have special notations of their own, 

and the third has traceable origin within its current syllable, namely tone 1.  

The example is presented below again for comparison. 

              LCRC:   Ta toulh woqdh dounxi. 

              Pinyin:   Tā tōule wŏde dōngxi. 

              English:  He stole  my  belongings. 

   Now we give three more sentences with light tones for further 

demonstration: 

   English:  You must believe me.  He is a thief.  He stole our 

             oil painting. 

   LCRC:   Niq yaux xiangxinx woq.  Ta shix zeijfeiq.  Ta toulh 

            woqmunjdh youjhuax. 

   Pinyin:  Nĭ yào xiāngxìn wŏ.  Tā shì zéifěi.  Tā tōule 

             wŏmende yóuhuà. 

   The last of the three sentences in pinyin above contains three syllables in 

light tone, namely ‘le’, ‘men’ and ‘de’ (LCRC ‘·leh’, ‘·mun’ and ‘·deh’).  The 

first and the third have special notations in LCRC and become ‘lh’ and ‘dh’.  

The second’s origin is tone 2 and so in LCRC it is replaced by ‘munj’. 

【Note. The origin of the light tone [·mun] (pinyin [·men] and Taiwan [·們]), for 

changing pronouns and nouns representing a person to plural, can no longer be 

found in dictionaries in mainland China now.  But if you have a Taiwan dictionary, 

it will tell you that the original tone of [·mum] is tone 2.】 

   The author believes there should be no problem in the implementation of 

the Rule of Light Tone, and users of LCRC should not take long to realize 

that some of the first tones appearing at the end of compound words or 

sentences are actually light tones with their dots omitted.  In LCRC, 

situations where the dot of light tone cannot be omitted owing to ambiguity 

should be rare.  The author is still waiting to see an example of this sort.  

If such examples do not exist, then the dot of light tone will vanish 

completely from the LCRC writing system.  The reader should not be 

surprsised at such result, because as mentioned before, even the current 

Chinese writing system (the system of Chinese characters) has no notation 

for the light tone. 
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5.7  Putonghua is a tonal language.  To the native speakers of Putonghua, 

the four tones of every syllable are four different ‘sounds’ that they can easily 

distinguish.  For this reason, the four written expressions representing the 

four tones of a syllable should be equally distinguishable in their appearance.  

The LCRC writing system clearly satisfies this requirement.  Take the 

syllable ‘sha’ for example.  In LCRC, its four tones are written as ‘sha, shaj, 
shaq, shax’, and each tone has its own meaning(s).  We can be sure that 

when someone familiar with LCRC sees the writing of any one of these four 

tones, he can recognize it immediately and catch its meaning right away, just 

like the four English words ‘the, then, them, they’, which everyone who 

knows English can immediately recognize and catch the meaning when he 

sees the writing.  Comparing the tones ‘sha, shaj, shaq, shax’ with the 

English words ‘the, then, them, they’ is an appropriate comparison. 

 

5.8  Every speech sound in Putonghua is but a syllable-tone combination.  

Both LCRC and pinyin express these speech sounds in the same manner,  

i.e., expressing each syllable by a spelling in Roman letters and expressing 

each tone by a tone notation.  For both systems, tone notation and syllable 

spelling are the only means of expression.  So an overall comparison of the 

two systems can be done by separately comparing their tone notations and 

their syllable spellings. 

   LCRC’s tone letters are convenient to use because for each speech sound 

of Putonghua, its tone letter and syllable letters are joined together as one 

spelling.  Also in LCRC, different tones of the same syllable are highly 

distinguishable like English words (§ 5.7).  On the other hand, pinyin’s tone 

marks are inconvenient to use because even today, over fifty years since the 

creation of pinyin, we still do not have a keyboard that can type out pinyin 

with tone marks, and the worst thing is, of course, the adverse situation 

pinyin now faces when people insist on detaching the tone marks from it 

(Chapter 3).  The reader should have a clear rationale now to judge which 

tone notation is the better. 

   As for the spellings of syllables, we know that LCRC and pinyin use the 

same spellings for all the initials of Putonghua.  This means that as far as 

spellings of syllables are concerned, the difference between the two systems 

lies entirely in the spelling differences of their finals.  In §4.5 we already 

had a thorough analytical comparison of the spellings of finals of the two 

systems.  With the help of §4.5 and Table 9, the reader can make his own 

judgement as to which system is easier to learn and use. 
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   The reader may still have a query in mind: even if it is proved that LCRC 

is a system much better than pinyin, so what?  Now in all Chinese regions 

of the world including Taiwan, pinyin is already the official Romanization of 

the Chinese language.  If I learn Chinese with the LCRC system, I will not 

be able to read the pinyin writing on the roadsigns and the signboards of 

shops and landmarks.  The author’s reply to this query is: 
 

   1.  No one can read pinyin, not even the 

Chinese people, because there are no tone 

marks, but this doesn’t matter, because there 

are always Chinese characters beside toneless 

pinyin writings.  The most important thing is 

to learn the characters with a good teaching aid. 

   2.  LCRC and pinyin use the same spellings 

for all initials, and they use different spellings 

only for 16 finals (§4.4).  If you have learned 

LCRC, you can ‘read’ pinyin writings right away 

by the Conversion Table on the right.  So just 

knowing LCRC means you already know pinyin. 

   3.  Both LCRC and pinyin are tools for 

learning Chinese.  If you choose the wrong tool 

you only waste your time and energy.  All 

Chinese regions in the world except Hong Kong 

have already chosen pinyin as their official 

Romanization of Chinese, and all of them except 

Taiwan are now using pinyin plus tone marks to 

teach their children Chinese (poor kids).  No 

one can change the situation in the short term.  

However, primary schools in Taiwan and the 

non-Chinese people all over the world who need 

to learn Chinese are free to choose for the better.  

 

Conversion Table 
(Pinyin → LCRC) 

Pinyin LCRC Final 

 ao  au 熬 

 e  eh 鵝 

 ê  e 誒 

 en  un 恩 

 eng ung 鞥 

 ian  ien 煙 

 iao  iau 腰 

 iong ioun 雍 

 iu  iou 憂 

 ong oun of 轟 

 u 
other initials  u *烏 

j, q, x, y 
 v 迂 

 ü  other initials 

uan 
j, q, x, y ven 冤 

other initials uan *彎 

ue j, q, x, y 
 ve 約 

üe other initials 

 ui  uei 威 

un 
j, q, x, y  vn 暈 

other initials uun 溫 

Table 14 * marks same spelling  
 in LCRC and pinyin. 

5.9  To finish this chapter we present a model passage in LCRC writing and 

a table, Table 15, to summarize the differences between LCRC and pinyin.  

The model passage is a paragraph taken from the Introduction of this book 

(page 3).  It was first translated into Chinese and then turned into LCRC 

writing. 

   Note that to be able to articulate the entire model passage below, you only 

need to be familiar with the pronunciation of 21 initials (Table 2), 2 end 
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consonants n and ng, 9 simple vowels a, e, i, o, u, v, eh, er and u in un, and 

the use of the 3 tone letters, because each speech sound of Putonghua is just 

a combination of these four kinds of elements.  And of course, the w/y rule 

(§4.6) and the Rule of Light Tone (§5.6) should also be included. 

Model Passage 

LCRC CHINESE 

Lixshiq shangx weijyi yicix changjshix baq zhounwunj qvenjmienx luojmaq 

huaxdh, shix Guojminj Zhungxfuq yvj 1928 nienj gounbuxdh Guojyvq Luojmaq 

Zix.  Tadh shehxjixzhehq shix dangshij zueix fux shungxmingjdh xvejzhehq, 

baukuox Zhaux Yvenjrunx, Linj Yvqtangj hehj Qienj Xvenjtounj.  Tamunj 

meijyouq shiqyounx zhounguojrunj changjjiouq yiqlaij yizhij shiqyounxdh 

shungdiaux fujhaux, erj yiq yinjiej pinxieq dh bienxhuax laij biauqdaj shungdiaux.  

Danxshix tamunj shehxjixdh xixtounq, bienxhuax xiangdang fuxzaj.  Jinxguanq 

dehjdaux zhungxfuqdh qvenjlix zhichij, minjzhounx qvex fanqyingx lungqdanx, 

shiqzhoun weix nungj chungjgoun.  Zaix daxlux, ta qiauqiaudh xiaushi; zaix 

Taijwan, ta yvj 1986 nienj beix zhungxshix qvqdix. 

CURRENT CHINESE 

歷史上唯一一次嘗試把中文全面 羅馬化的，是國民政府於 1928 年公佈的 

《國語羅馬字》。它的設計者是當時最負盛名的學者，包括趙元任，林語堂

和錢玄同。他們沒有使用中國人長久以來一直使用的聲調符號，而以音節拼

寫的變化來表達聲調。 但是他們設計的系統，變化相當複雜。盡管得到政

府的全力支持，民眾卻反應冷淡，始終未能成功。在大陸，它悄悄地消失；

在台灣，它於 1986 年被正式取締。    (For simplified Chinese, see p.41) 

ENGLISH 

In history the only attempt to romanize Chinese completely is the phonetic 

system called Gwoyeu Romatzyh proclaimed by the Chinese Government in 

1928.  Its designers, including the most famous scholars of the time Zhao 

Yuanren, Lin Yutang and Qian Xuantong, did not make use of the tone marks 

that the Chinese people had long been using.  Instead they expressed tones by 

varying the spelling of the syllables.  But the variations they designed were 

complicated.  Despite the government’s full support, the system was met with 

public indifference and has never been successful.  It vanished quietly in 

mainland China and was officially abolished in Taiwan in 1986. 
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LCRC   VS   Pinyin  

P i n y i n  LCRC 
Ambiguous representation of symbols: each of e, a, u, un, uan 

represents two different vowels or finals (*Note) in two different 

situations (p. 15). 

All finals are uniquely represented 

by only one symbol or spelling. 

Inconsistent notation of finals: each of the finals 誒, 迂 and 約 is 

denoted by 2 or 3 different symbols in different situations (p. 15). 

Only the u in un/ung differs from 

its original definition (p. 24). 

1/3 of pinyin’s syllables cannot derive their correct pronunciation 

from their pinyin spellings according to the original definitions 

given to the pinyin letters.  To cope with this, learners of pinyin 

must be able to identify 14 irregular finals and know how to 

amend their spellings (Table 4). In addition they need to be 

familiar with 7 rules before they can read pinyin properly (p.26). 

LCRC learners only need to know 

1 rule about the u in un/ung (p. 

24). 

As it is not easy to identify and amend the 14 irregular finals in 

pinyin writings, many teachers simply tell pinyin beginners to 

treat the whole spelling of each irregular final as a new pinyin 

symbol for the final and forget the original definitions of the 

pinyin letters. Some even tell child beginners to do the same for 

all the finals so as to save the trouble of identification.  So the 

burden is transferred from identifying and amending irregularities 

to memorizing a lot of “new pinyin symbols” (p.14, 15). 

No amendment is required.  All 

finals in LCRC are pronounced by 

directly reading the vowels (a, e, i, 

o, u, v, eh, er and the u in un/ung) 

and end-consonants (n and ng) in 

the LCRC spellings. 

Many pinyin spellings do not follow English spelling conventions.  

This further increases the difficulty in the learning of pinyin. 

English spelling conventions are 

well-preserved in LCRC. 

To express all the speech sounds of Mandarin, including the four 

tones, pinyin needs to use the English alphabet, the German letter 

ü , the French letter ê and the four Chinese tone marks －, ˊ, ˇ 

and ˋ.  

LCRC uses only the English 

alphabet to express all the speech 

sounds of Mandarin, including the 

four tones.  

The Chinese tone marks used by pinyin are extremely 

inconvenient.  All the pinyin writings we see everywhere in 

China have their tone marks detached.  But pinyin without tone 

marks have little use (see Introduction and Chapter 3). 

LCRC spellings express both 

syllables and tones together. 

Now, almost 60 years after the creation of pinyin, the Chinese 

Government still cannot produce a keyboard that can type out 

pinyin with its tone marks. 

Any ordinary English keyboard 

can type out LCRC with tones. 

In pinyin writings, tone marks are much smaller in size than the 

letters.  This is a hindrance to the sight reading of pinyin with 

tones. 

Reading LCRC with tones is the 

same as reading English (p.37, 

§5.7). 

Pinyin cannot be used as written Chinese, because adding tones on 

pinyin writing takes time and no keyboard in the world can type 

out pinyin with its tone marks. 

LCRC can be used as a writing 

system for Chinese (§5.5 on p.33, 

model passage on p.39). 
 

Table 15   LCRC VS Pinyin 
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   The introduction of LCRC is now completed.  The reader may now take a 

good look at the LCRC passage given above and judge whether LCRC is 

qualified to be a second writing system for Putonghua in addition to the 

current system of Chinese characters. 

   LCRC is a complete phonetic transcription of Putonghua.  It totally 

expresses the spoken language with only 26 English letters.  For any 

person speaking standard Putonghua, no matter what he says, his full 

speech can be completely recorded in LCRC writing, and anyone familiar 

with LCRC can read and know at once what he has said without listening to 

his speech.  So reading LCRC writing is equivalent to listening to spoken 

Putonghua.  In fact in some ways LCRC writing is even easier to 

comprehend than spoken Putonghua because combining syllables into 

compound words and using punctuations in writing are of great help to 

reading comprehension while speech can only make use of gestures and 

intonations. 

   It is important to point out that LCRC is a writing system only for 

Putonghua, but the system of Chinese characters is a universal writing 

system for all well-developed regional dialects in China, including 

Putonghua, Cantonese (Guangdonghua), Shanghainese, Hakka, Hokkien 

(Fujianese), etc, because all Chinese dialects share the same old writing. 

   Because Putonghua was made the national language of the Chinese 

people as early as a century ago, today 70% of the people in China speak 

Putonghua.  Just this population of native speakers, about 900 million, 

already surpasses the total number of people in the world speaking English, 

or Spanish, as first language or second language.  At present Putonghua is 

the most frequently spoken language in the world and the second most 

important language for world business after English. 

   If in future LCRC really becomes an accepted second writing system of 

Putonghua, then Putonghua will certainly be the world's most phonetic 

language.  The modern education system of the world requires that high 

school and university students study a second language.  With this 

advantage, Putonghua may become the most popular second language 

chosen by non-Chinese learners all over the world, because in addition to its 

simplest writing system LCRC, its linguistic structure is also among the 

simplest of all the languages in the world, while English is famous for its 

complexity and irregularities.  For years to come, Putonghua should 

gradually become the most popular second language for the peoples of the 

world. 
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   The Appendix after this final chapter contains a complete list of the 419 

syllables of Putonghua (see Note*, end of Chapter 1), written in both LCRC 

and pinyin with tone notation omitted from both for comparison in syllable 

spelling.  Syllables with different spellings in LCRC and pinyin are shaded 

for easy reference.  The syllables are arranged in alphabetical order of 

LCRC, not pinyin.  The pronunciation of each syllable is indicated by a 

Chinese character in tone 1.  If no simple tone-one character is available, 

another tone will be used.  If a character has a simplified version different 

from the traditional, it is placed on the right of the traditional separated by a 

stroke.  Spellings marked with an asterisk represent irregularities of the 

type discussed in Chapter 2, i.e., the pronunciation derived from the formal 

definition of the basic symbols in the spelling does not match that of the 

syllable.  Note that all the 419 syllables, whether in LCRC or in pinyin, can 

be derived directly from two tables － Table 2 and Table 8. 

   The author’s writing about LCRC ends here.  Please send your opinions 

and suggestions to him at lohoichiu@yahoo.com or lohoichiu@gmail.com. 

   This book may be downloaded free at www.chinesepinyin.net. 

 

 

 

Some References in Simplified Chinese 

1.  Characters used in this book (excluding those in the Appendix) with 

    different writings in traditional and simplified Chinese: 
 

Traditional Chinese 國 語 羅 馬 趙 錢 勞 漢 統 誒 烏 鵝 兒 訥 詩 

Simplified Chinese 国 语 罗 马 赵 钱 劳 汉 统 欸 乌 鹅 儿 讷 诗 
 

Traditional Chinese 資 歐 轟 憂 煙 窩 彎 約 暈 會 襖 噴 鍋 麼  

Simplified Chinese 资 欧 轰 忧 烟 窝 弯 约 晕 会 袄 喷 锅 么  

Note.  Characters are arranged in their order of appearance in this book 
 

2.  Model passage on page 39 in simplified Chinese: 
 

历史上唯一一次尝试把中文全面罗马化的，是国民政府于 1928 年公佈的 

《国语罗马字》。它的设计者是当时最负盛名的学者，包括赵元任，林语堂

和钱玄同。他们没有使用中国人长久以来一直使用的声调符号，而以音节拼

写的变化来表达声调。 但是他们设计的系统，变化相当複杂，尽管得到政

府的全力支持，民众却反应冷淡，始终未能成功。在大陆，它悄悄地消失；

在台湾，它于 1986 年被正式取缔。 

mailto:lohoichiu@yahoo.com
file:///C:/Users/Lo/Documents%202/CPC%20&%20LCRC/LCRC%20E(Eng)/lohoichiu@gmail.com
http://www.chinesepinyin.net/
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Appendix: The Syllables of Putonghua in LCRC and Pinyin 
Irregularities are asterisked. Syllables with different spellings in the systems are shaded. 

Pron LCRC Pinyin  Pron LCRC Pinyin  Pron LCRC Pinyin 

啊 a  a   抽 chou  chou   丢 diou  diu * 

哎 ai  ai   冲 choun  chong *  都 dou  dou  

安 an  an   出 chu  chu   東/东 doun  dong * 

骯/肮 ang  ang   欻 chua  chua   督 du  du  

凹 au  ao *  揣 chuai  chuai   端 duan  duan  

八 ba  ba   川 chuan  chuan   堆 duei  dui * 

掰 bai  bai   窗 chuang  chuang   扽 dun * den  

班 ban  ban   吹 chuei  chui *  登 dung * deng  

邦 bang  bang   趁 chun * chen   多 duo  duo  

包 bau  bao *  稱/称 chung * cheng   蹲 duun * dun * 

背 bei  bei *  戳 chuo  chuo   誒/诶 e  ê  

逼 bi  bi   春 chuun * chun *  鵝/鹅 eh  e  

標/标 biau  biao *  疵 ci  ci    ei  ei * 

憋 bie  bie *  湊/凑 cou  cou   兒/儿 er  er  

邊/边 bien  bian *  匆 coun  cong *  發/发 fa  fa  

賓/宾 bin  bin   粗 cu  cu   翻 fan  fan  

冰 bing  bing   攛/撺 cuan  cuan   方 fang  fang  

撥/拨 bo  bo   崔 cuei  cui *  飛/飞 fei  fei * 

不 bu  bu   岑 cun * cen   覅 fiau  fiao * 

奔 bun * ben   層/层 cung * ceng   佛 fo  fo  

崩 bung * beng   搓 cuo  cuo   否 fou  fou  

擦 ca  ca   村 cuun * cun *  夫 fu  fu  

猜 cai  cai   搭 da  da   分 fun * fen  

參/参 can  can   呆 dai  dai   風/风 fung * feng  

倉/仓 cang  cang   丹 dan  dan   旮 ga  ga  

操 cau  cao *  當/当 dang  dang   該/该 gai  gai  

冊 ceh  ce   刀 dau  dao *  甘 gan  gan  

 cei  cei *  德 deh  de   剛/刚 gang  gang  

叉 cha  cha   得 dei  dei *  高 gau  gao * 

拆 chai  chai   低 di  di   哥 geh  ge  

摻/掺 chan  chan   嗲 dia  dia   給/给 gei  gei * 

昌 chang  chang   刁 diau  diao *  勾 gou  gou  

抄 chau  chao *  爹 die  die *  工 goun  gong * 

車/车 cheh  che   顛/颠 dien  dian *  姑 gu  gu  

吃 chi  chi   丁 ding  ding   瓜 gua  gua  
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乖 guai  guai   今 jin  jin   倆/俩 lia  lia  

關/关 guan  guan   經/经 jing  jing   良 liang  liang  

光 guang  guang   究 jiou  jiu *  料 liau  liao * 

歸/归 guei  gui *  窘 jioun  jiong *  列 lie  lie * 

根 gun * gen   居 jv  ju *  連/连 lien  lian * 

更 gung * geng   決 jve  jue *  林 lin  lin  

過/过 guo  guo   捐 jven  juan *  令 ling  ling  

滚 guun * gun *  軍/军 jvn  jun *  溜 liou  liu * 

哈 ha  ha   喀 ka  ka   咯 lo  lo  

嗨 hai  hai   開/开 kai  kai   樓/楼 lou  lou  

漢/汉 han  han   看 kan  kan   隆 loun  long * 

航 hang  hang   康 kang  kang   爐/炉 lu  lu  

號/号 hau  hao *  考 kau  kao *  亂/乱 luan  luan  

喝 heh  he   科 keh  ke   冷 lung * leng  

黑 hei  hei *  剋 kei  kei *  落 luo  luo  

噷 hm  hm   扣 kou  kou   論/论 luun * lun * 

哼 hng  hng   空 koun  kong *  旅 lv  lü   

侯 hou  hou   哭 ku  ku   掠 lve  lüe * 

轟/轰 houn  hong *  誇/夸 kua  kua   嘸/呒 m  m  

呼 hu  hu   塊/块 kuai  kuai   媽/妈 ma  ma  

化 hua  hua   寬/宽 kuan  kuan   埋 mai  mai  

壞/坏 huai  huai   匡 kuang  kuang   蠻/蛮 man  man  

歡/欢 huan  huan   虧/亏 kuei  kui *  忙 mang  mang  

荒 huang  huang   肯 kun * ken   貓/猫 mau  mao * 

灰 huei  hui *  坑 kung * keng   麼/么 meh  me  

恨 hun * hen   擴/扩 kuo  kuo   没 mei  mei * 

亨 hung * heng   坤 kuun * kun *  密 mi  mi  

或 huo  huo   拉 la  la   苗 miau  miao * 

昏 huun * hun *  來/来 lai  lai   滅/灭 mie  mie * 

雞/鸡 ji  ji   蘭/兰 lan  lan   面 mien  mian * 

家 jia  jia   郎 lang  lang   民 min  min  

江 jiang  jiang   撈/捞 lau  lao *  名 ming  ming  

交 jiau  jiao *  樂/乐 leh  le   謬/谬 miou  miu * 

接 jie  jie *  淚 lei  lei *  摸 mo  mo  

尖 jien  jian *  麗/丽 li  li   謀/谋 mou  mou  
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木 mu  mu   抛 pau  pao *   rua  rua  

悶/闷 mun * men   配 pei  pei *  軟/软 ruan  ruan  

蒙 mung * meng   批 pi  pi   銳/锐 ruei  rui * 

那 na  na   漂 piau  piao *  人 run * ren  

乃 nai  nai   撇 pie  pie *  扔 rung * reng  

男 nan  nan   偏 pien  pian *  若 ruo  ruo  

囊 nang  nang   拼 pin  pin   閏/闰 ruun * run * 

鬧/闹 nau  nao *  平 ping  ping   撒 sa  sa  

訥/讷 neh  ne   潑/泼 po  po   塞 sai  sai  

内 nei  nei *  剖 pou  pou   三 san  san  

嗯 ng  ng   撲/扑 pu  pu   桑 sang  sang  

你 ni  ni   噴/喷 pun * pen   騷/骚 sau  sao * 

娘 niang  niang   烹 pung * peng   色 seh  se  

鳥/鸟 niau  niao *  七 qi  qi   殺 sha  sha  

捏 nie  nie *  掐 qia  qia   曬/晒 shai  shai  

拈 nien  nian *  槍/枪 qiang  qiang   山 shan  shan  

您 nin  nin   敲 qiau  qiao *  傷/伤 shang  shang  

寧/宁 ning  ning   切 qie  qie *  燒/烧 shau  shao * 

妞 niou  niu *  千 qien  qian *  奢 sheh  she  

耨 nou  nou   親/亲 qin  qin   誰/谁 shei  shei * 

農/农 noun  nong *  青 qing  qing   師/师 shi  shi  

奴 nu  nu   秋 qiou  qiu *  收 shou  shou  

暖 nuan  nuan   窮/穷 qioun  qiong *  書/书 shu  shu  

嫩 nun * nen   區/区 qv  qu *  刷 shua  shua  

能 nung * neng   缺 qve  que *  摔 shuai  shuai  

諾/诺 nuo  nuo   圈 qven  quan *  閂/闩 shuan  shuan  

 nuun * nun   群 qvn  qun *  雙/双 shuang  shuang  

女 nv  nü   然 ran  ran   睡 shuei  shui * 

虐 nve  nüe *  讓/让 rang  rang   身 shun * shen  

喔 o  o   饒/饶 rau  rao *  升 shung * sheng  

歐/欧 ou  ou   熱/热 reh  re   說/说 shuo  shuo  

趴 pa  pa   日 ri  ri   順/顺 shuun * shun * 

拍 pai  pai   肉 rou  rou   私 si  si  

攀 pan  pan   榮/荣 roun  rong *  搜 sou  sou  

滂 pang  pang   如 ru  ru   松 soun  song * 
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訴/诉 su  su   烏/乌 wu  wu   髒/脏 zang  zang  

酸 suan  suan   温 wun * wen   遭 zau  zao * 

雖/虽 suei  sui *  翁 wung * weng   責/责 zeh  ze  

森 sun * sen   西 xi  xi   賊 zei  zei * 

僧 sung * seng   蝦/虾 xia  xia   渣 zha  zha  

縮/缩 suo  suo   香 xiang  xiang   摘 zhai  zhai  

孫/孙 suun * sun *  消 xiau  xiao *  沾 zhan  zhan  

他 ta  ta   些 xie  xie *  張 zhang  zhang  

胎 tai  tai   先 xien  xian *  招 zhau  zhao * 

貪/贪 tan  tan   心 xin  xin   遮 zheh  zhe  

湯/汤 tang  tang   星 xing  xing   這/这 zhei  zhei * 

滔 tau  tao *  修 xiou  xiu *  知 zhi  zhi  

特 teh  te   兄 xioun  xiong *  州 zhou  zhou  

忒 tei  tei *  虚 xv  xu *  中 zhoun  zhong * 

梯 ti  ti   靴 xve  xue *  豬/猪 zhu  zhu  

挑 tiau  tiao *  宣 xven  xuan *  抓 zhua  zhua  

貼/贴 tie  tie *  熏 xvn  xun *  拽 zhuai  zhuai  

天 tien  tian *  呀 ya  ya   專/专 zhuan  zhuan  

聽/听 ting  ting   央 yang  yang   裝/装 zhuang  zhuang  

偷 tou  tou   腰 yau  yao *  追 zhuei  zhui * 

通 toun  tong *  耶 ye  ye *  珍 zhun * zhen  

突 tu  tu   煙/烟 yen  yan *  争 zhung * zheng  

團/团 tuan  tuan   衣 yi  yi   桌 zhuo  zhuo  

推 tuei  tui *  因 yin  yin   諄/谆 zhuun * zhun * 

騰/腾 tung * teng   英 ying  ying   資/资 zi  zi  

托 tuo  tuo   唷 yo  yo   走 zou  zou  

吞 tuun * tun *  憂/忧 you  you   宗 zoun  zong * 

恩 un * en   雍 youn  yong *  租 zu  zu  

鞥 ung * eng   迂 yv  yu *  鑽/钻 zuan  zuan  

蛙 wa  wa   約/约 yve  yue *  最 zuei  zui * 

歪 wai  wai   冤 yven  yuan *  怎 zun * zen  

彎/弯 wan  wan   暈/晕 yvn  yun *  增 zung * zeng  

汪 wang  wang   紮/扎 za  za   作 zuo  zuo  

威 wei  wei *  災 zai  zai   尊 zuun * zun * 

窩/窝 wo  wo   贊/赞 zan  zan        

 


